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Summary
In this work certain kinds of distributed parameter optimal control
problem are considered, governed by rion-linear partial differential
equations of parabolic and hyperbolic type. Conditions necessary for
optimality are developed. These are used to derive a range of numerical
algorithms for solution of the control problem. Also described is an
algorithm searching directly on the performance index, without requiring
satisfaction of the lu,cessary conditions.
Five system examples exhibiting a wide range of distributed
parameter system features are analysed using the different numerical methods
and results are compared. A general discussion of the main characteristics'
of the algorithms is given.
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INTPI)DUCTION

I

INTRODUCTION
Many physical and chemical processes are evolutionary by nature
and their behaviour is described by time-dependent differential equations.
In the cases where 8pn~i~l var~ation is also a factOr in the process
these equations are of partial·· differential type and such a system is
termed a 'distributed parameter' system. The behaviour of the process
is influenced by certain control variables acting on the system.
Mathematically these affect the state through the system equations.
Hence, with the assumption of appropriate boundary and initial
conditions, the complete solution for the behaviour of the process may
be determined for any assumed input control. Associated with the
process is some performance index which is a functional of state andl
or control and the distributed parameter optimal control problem is the
requirement to determine the control which maximises (or minimises)
this index subject to satisfaction of the state equations.
Consider a system defined on a time interval ~,TJ and a spacial
domain n. In general n will be an open connected subset of an ndimensional Euclidean space and will have a boundary. an.
Call n .. n U an
c
The state function V(x,t) will be an N-vector defined with

x e: n c' t e: IS> , TJ
TWo types of control will be discerned:
(i) Domain (or distributed) control Fd(x,t) with x e:
(H)

Boundary control Fb (x, t) with x e an, t e

n,

t e ~,TJ

@,t]

Either or both of these controls may act on a particular system over
the whole of nc or only part of it, and the sets of admissible controls
may be either open or closed. Both Fd and Fb may be vector functions
of (x, t) •
as:
The system equations can be expreased
"
.
av
(1)
x e: n
(U,Fd,X,f)
at
'

.. i.

rn (V,Fb,x,t) U(x,O)

0

" v0 (x)

x e: a n

(2)

e: n

(3)

x

2

(1) is the partial dEferential equation of the system, with.!..(.)
a non-linear spacial operator(partial-differential or integrodifferential) over Q
(2) expresses the boun<lary condition On U, and m(.) is a non-linear
spacial operator over an
(3) represents an initial condition on the state.
In order that the system equations should represent some particular
physical or chemical process it is necessary that the mathematical
formulation be 'well-posed'(Wang.(1964)) If this is so then the
solution will exist, be Q~iquely determined, and depend continuously
on the initial data. The conditions will be assumed to hold.
The distributed parameter control problem is to choose the inputs
a performance index
J

= LT

+

(4)

ITL dt

is maximised (or minimised), where LT is a functional of U(x,T); x & 0
and L is a functional of U(x,t), x e n, Fd(x,t), x e 0, and Fb(x,t~ ~e ao
This ~ormulation (1) to (4) is very general and includes most of the
problems of interest concerning evolutionary processes. Parabolic and
hyperbolic equations come under the description but not elliptic ones.
However these latter types occur only infrequently in control problems
and will not be considered. Integral equations may be expressed as
above by simply differentiating the integral equation formulation with
respect to time. Further, it is also possible to incorporate time
delay components.
Having described the control problem as above it will now be simplified
into a form more suitable for the problems examined in this research.
Equations (1), (2) will be written as

au = G(U,U ,U Fd,x,t)
x xx,

--t
()

x e 0

x e

aQ

(5)

(6)

where G,M are functions continuous in t and twice continususly
differentiable with respect to the remaining arguments.

n will be taken as tbe open interval (0.1) of the real line
The performance index will be modified to
J

=

J P(U(x,t»dn

+

0

J T { J Q(U(x,t),Fd(x,t»dn

nOn
+

J R(U,Fb)d an } dt

(7)

an
Again P,Q. R will be assumed functions twice continuously differentiab)e
with respect to their arguments.
The object of this simplification is to avoid the very general but
difficult notation of functional operators (see for example Tzafestas and
Nighti7l{ja:te {1B69}.}iubothconditions necessary for optimisatioll of the

distributed patameter control problem and the successive approximation
algorithm which will be outlined in Chapter 3.

Instead, the analysis will

be concerned only with derivativ..s of known functions with respect to
their particular arguments and because of this it is essential that the
forms of G and M be known. Note here that the same problem cannot
arise in lumped systems because in that case G and M can only be
algebraic in state and control.
As a consequence of the simplification the types of control problem
is somewhat restricted from the general case but covers all the examples
analysed with the exception of one which, although it could be expressed
by (5), is simplified by an· approximl1tion.· An a result of' this one component
of the 'Tcct'Or state equation does not involvc the time derivative
operator. Details of this case will be given later.
The examples chosen will be parabolic or hyperbolic (first order)
and though they are not necessarily all derived from actual physical
or chemical processes should illustrate the types of problem that might
arise in practice and show how the different features of the distributed
system are present in tb-m.
Aims of this research
,£he aims of this research may be summarised as follows:
(1)

To describe a rc.nge of direct and indirect methods for successive
approximation solution of the distributed parameter optimal
control problem posed by (3),(5), (6) and (7).

4

(2)

To chose a set of non-linear problems which illustrate the main

properties of this distributed system including domain and boundary
control, terminal constraints and control bounds.
(3) To apply the different successive approximation methods to
determine numerical solutions for these examples and to compare
factors such as rate of convergence, computational time, sensitivity
to starting values, complexity of algorithm and accuracy of results.
(4)

To derive broad principles for the selection of best methods for

solution.
Methods employed in the analysis
The three basic methods used in the solution of the problems are:
(1) By variational methods applied directly to the distributed
.
~(O>v:>.
parameter formu 1at1on, the necessary ccntr1but10ftS for optima11ty are
derived along with successive approximation techniques of first and
second order.
(2) The distributed system is reduced to one of lumped parameters by
expressing the spacial variation in terms of known functions.

This new

system is treated by successive approximation of first order.
(3) The system is approximated as a function of a finite number of
unknown parameters taking values on a

kno~m

set and direct search is

made on the performance index to find the optimum for the system.
For each problem the above methods are applied where this is
possible and if not the reason for inapplicability is discussed.

CHAPTER

1

SURVEY OF PREVI'lUS I,IORK

5

Chapter 1.

Survey of Previous Hork

A large amount of work has been done on the various aspects of
distributed parameter control problems such as determination of
necessary and sufficient conditions, controllability and observability,
existence of solutions and computational methods, and the interested
reader is referred to the bibliography by Robinson (1971) for a
relatively recent survey of papers on these and other topics.
Computational results have been based on either indirect methods
which use the necessary conditions for optima1ity or on direct methods
which do not. Much of the work has been on linear systems with
quadratic performance indices, for which it is very often possible to
obtain a solution without resorting to iterative methods. Linear
problems may also be analysed by such methods as Lap1ace Transformation
and as a consequence many more different approaches have been applied
to this problem than to the non-linear one. Few workers have applied
different methods to the same problem for comparison and of these only
a small proportion have taken non-linear systems as their examples.
Early theoretical derivation of necessary conditions was done by

BUtkovskii (1961a.b)

for distributed systems expressed in integral

equation form. However, even if possible it is generally difficult
to describe a system by this sort of representation and may be
undesirable if the system is expressed more naturally in partial
differential form. Lu~ie (190S, derived necessary conditions for the
Mayer-Bo1za problem with system equations of first order differential
Ego~ov

(1904.1965) similarly
produced results for second order hyperbolic processes and parabolic
processes. The partial differential equations in the work by these
two authors were expressed as algebraic functions of the state variable
and its derivatives of appropriate order. Katz (1964) produced a more
general maximum principle which could be applied to evolutionary
form by variational techniques and

systems described by

;~

= oe(U,F)

(see equation (1) of the

Introduction) by applying variational techniques to problems posed in
function space. Also for the general case Wang (1904) in a substantial
work on the theory of distributed problems considered system equations
in this form and by dynamic programming derived a partial-integrodifferential equation equivalent to the Hami1ton-Jacobi equation for
lumped systems.

From this he produced canonical equations which were

appropriate for non-linear systems with distributed control.

-

-------------------------------------------------------------6

Erogan (1968) extended this for the case of boundary control by
incorporating the non-homogeneous boundary conditions into the operator
of the system (this only holds however for linear equations).
A great number of other workers have derived necessary conditions
for systems of interest either with theoretical analysis in mind or in
order to solve numerically. Variational techniques have been used to
examine problems defined either abstractly in function space with
general operators or more restricted1y in specific form. Differences
between the derived optimality conditions depend to a large extent
on the original formulation of the problem. Aoselected list of papers
is: Denn (1966). Denn. Gray and Ferron (1966). Fjeld and Kristiansen
(1969). GoZub (1969), Jackson (1966. 1967). Ogunye and Ray (1971).
1'1"'7
Sage and Chaudhuri (~) and Tzafestas (1970).
The first order necessary conditions foT. optimality have four
components each of which needs to be satisfied.
(1)

(2)

(3)

equations
Boundary conditions
Maximisation (or minimisation) of the Hamiltonian functions H.
Syste~

1

everywhere with respect to the controls F .•
1
(4) Adjoint equations.
Hlis a function of state, adjoint and control, and if there is both
distributed and boundary control operating on a system then there will
be an Hlcorresponding to each form. The conditions are similar to
those applicable to lumped parameter problems but the state and adjoint
equations are distributed in space. The problem is a two point boundary
value problem, nonlinear in general, where the boundary conditions apply
along the whole of the domain of definition at initial and final times.
Classical indirect methods solve this problem by satisfying
(1),(3) and (4) and iterating until (2) is also satisfied.

Because of

stability difficulties this approach has often been found impracticable
for lumped systems and very little work has been pursued on the
distributed problem. An indirect method which has been used is the
'quaslinearisation' or 'generalised Newton-Raphson' method, which
assumes satisfaction of conditions (2) and (3) and iteration on (1)
and (4). To achieve this the system and adjoint equations are
linearised, producing a linear two-point boundary-value problem which
may be solved exactly.

7

The new values are used to update-. the linearisation and the process

Sage and Chaudhuri (op. cit.)
have successfully applied the method to two non-linear parabolic problems
and shown the feasibility of it whilst at the same time pointing out
the large data storage necessary.
repeated until convergence is achieved.

First and second order methods based on improvement of control
by considering the gradient of the Hamiltonian are considered to be
direct because a search is made for an extreme value of the performance
index.

Conditions (1), (2) and (4) are satisfied and iteration is

performed on the control. First order methods are simple to implement
and have been applied successfully to many problems using the various
forms of fixed-step gradient, steepest descent and conjugate gradient,
whereas second order methods, involving more correction terms and
producing more complex equations are difficult to apply even though they
hold the promise of better convergence.
Several authors have applied first order gradient methods to a
linear diffusion problem originally described by Sakawa (1964).
Denn (1966) used a fixed-step gradient correction and obtained results
which compared well with Sakawa's values derived by a mathematical
programming technique (see later).

Two cases were considered, one of

them bang-bang,and convergence was achieved by about the tenth iteration
in all the different runs. A feature which appears to be common to gradient
methods was noticed; namely that although different starting quesses
for control give close agreement in optimal performance index the
actual optimal controls may vary considerably. (See also Jackson (tSe?))

Chang (19?0) and Lee and Shen (1969) treated the same example by
reformulating as one of minimisation in Hilbert space. Details of this
method will be given a little later.
Bertran and Chang (1970) solved a concurrent tubular reactor problem
described by a first-order nonlinear hyperbolic equation in four
variables by the first order gradient method making use of the
characteristic directions in the integration process. The control
iteration was not constant but adjusted in each iteration depending
on the success or failure of the step and so the method was a hybrid
of fixed step and steep descent. Few details of the numerical
procedure were given.

8

Jackaon (1967) examined a tubular reactor problem with catalyst
decay represented by a nonlin£sr first order hyperbolic equation in
two variables. A steepest descent approach to the optimum was used,
similar to that described by Xettey (1962) and BryaGn and Denham (1962) for
lumped systems.

The control increment was chosen to give the best change

in performance index subject to satisfaction of a constraint on the
total integrated value of the increment squared. Good convergence was
found though the actual form varied considerably and this led the author
to compare with results for a simple assumed form of control, involving
three unknown constants whose best values were determined by Powett'a
search method (1964). The suboptimal results were shown to give quite
significant agreement with the gradient method for the value of
performance index.

Ogunye and Ray (op.cit.) also tac\::led a range of catalyst decay
problems by steepest descent, though of a slightly different kind from
that of Jackson mentioned previously, and used conjugate gradient
methods for unconstrained control areas. Few convergence pro~lems were
encountered but details of the actual iterative results are somewhat
lacking as the interest of the work lies in the solution of the
different chemical problems. This is also the case in Bertran and
Chang's work.

Denn et at (op.ait.) and SeinfeZd and Lapidus (1968)

~olved

a

non linear parabolic problem involving optimal conversion in a reactor.
Bounds on the control were present and these were approximated by the
latter authors by means of external penalty functions and in the work
of Denn et al by control truncation. Both analyses used the steepest
descent corresponding to that of Bryson and Denham for lumped systems,
and Seinfeld and Lapidus described its derivation for distributed
problems with both domain and boundary controls, also giving details
of numbers of iterations and computing time for a range of starting
conditions and optimisation parameters. They used the same method
to solve the problem of Sakawa, mentioned previously,and to examine
optimal heating for a lamin~movingin a furnace, a process which is
described by a linear first order hyperbolic equation.

--

---.--------------------------------------------------------------------9

To the author's knowledge there has been no report in the literature of
a second order gradient method used to solve a non-linear distributed
problem. Linear problems with quadratic performance indices can be
solved exactly from the necessary conditions by a process equivalent
to that which would be needed in tackling each iteration for a
non-linear system and this has been done by AZvarado and Mukundan (1969)
who solved a problem of the same form as that of Sakawa.
Several workers have examined the distributed parameter problem
from the dynamic programming approach and have derived numerical methods
for solution of the resulting Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Kim and
Erzberger (196?) solved a linear problem by a method analogous to that
outlined by Merriam (1964) for lumped systems, deriving a set of integropartial differential Riccati equations. They reduced the complexity
of these by expressing the space dependence in terms of a finite number
of eigenfunctions (the numerical results were obtained by using only
one, in fact). Tzafestas (1968) extended the differential dynamic
programming methods of both Mayne (1966) and Jacobson (1967) to
distributed paremeter systems of the very general form (1), (2), (3)
of the Introduction and these algorithmic methods are probably the most
general ones available at present for solving non-linear. control problems.
In particular the Jacobson-extension should be able to tackle difficulties
similar to those analysed by Jacobson himself in the lumped theory (i.e.
bang - bang
problems (1968a), inequality constraints (l968b) and
singuler problems (1969». Tzafestas applied the Mayne-extension to a
non-linear para bolic problem and reported rapid convergence though fe\~
details of the numerical process were given. EI,wean and SoZtibel'g (1970)
considered a linear system expressed in integral form and used dynamic
programming to find the feedback control in terms of solution of a
Riccati equation. They simplified the problem by expanding the
appropriate variables in terms of orthonormal functions thus removing
the spacial variation and substituting a reduced set of time dependent
equations, a method somewhat similar to that of Kim and Erzberger.
For a particular problem they found this method to give better results
than that of first reducing to lumped form and then solving for the
optimal values.
\

.

.'

".

.,'

,"

.
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In effect these two solutions both involve application of optimality
conditions and reduction to ordinary differential equations though the
order of application is different in each.

They pointed out that it

must be possible to find the Green's function to allow expression of
the partial equation in integral form and hence the first process
would not be applicable to the nonlinear problem.

An alternative to treating a distributed parameter system directly
is to reduce the partial differential equations to a set of ordinary
ones by expressing the spacial variation of the variables in terms of
known functions such as eigenfunctions of the spacial operator or more
simply any complete orthonormal set.

The former requires the

opersto~

to be linear. Truncation has to be made at some given number of terms
and then lumped control theory can be applied to the approximated problem.

Graham (1970) solved a heat conduction problem by eigenfunction reduction
and consequent matrix Riccati solution using onl7 ~wo components in s·manner
similar to Hassan and SoZdberg. Zahradnik in conjunction with Lynn(1970)
and Parkin (1971) appli~d a method called 'Trajectory Approximation'
to reduce first order hyperbolic problems to lumped form. A complete
set of spacial functions which satisfied the boundary conditions of the
problem was chosen and the system variables were expressed as a finite
number of linear combinations of these trial functions with time-dependent
mixing coefficients. The problem was reduced to one involving ordinary
differential equations by orthogonalising the residuals of the approximated
equations with respect to a complete set of functions again defined on the
spacial domain.

Lynn and Zahradrik applied the method directly to a

linear system and then used lumped optimal control theory to determine
the solution by means of a feedback control generated

by a matrix Riccati

equation in the usual way. Up to four spacial functions were considered.
Parkin and Zahradrik applied the method to the same example in an opposite
manner, first determining the distributed necessary conditions and then
reducing the linear two-point boundary-value problem involving the state
and adjoint partial equations to one of ordinary differential form.

They

considered up to eight approximating functions. Both sets of results
compared well with those derived by KoppeZ et aZ (1968) using Laplace
transfo~to treat the same problem, even when only three or four terms
were used in the approximation.

-

--------------------------------------------------11

Considerable theoretical work has been done for distributed
systems expressed abstractly as problems ~lith solutions in suitable
function spaces (e.g. Katz (1964), Tzafeatas (1970» and numerical
methods have been presented for quite a few problems.

For instance, the

analysis of Sakawa's heat diffusion problem as solved by Lee and Shen
(op.cit.) and Chang (op.ait.) involved determination of the integral
representation for the state in termsof control variable and initial
and boundary conditions, and hence reduced the performance index to an
inner product on a Uilbert space. The resulting quadratic form was
minunisedby Chang usine steepest descent in the function space, and Lee
and Shen compared steepest descent and conjugate gradient approaches,
finding the latter to give more rapid convergence. The function space
methods appeared to require fewer iterations than Denn's procedure
but close comparison of the results for the different authors is somewhat
difficult. In Sakawa's own paper (1964) on the problem so popular with
other workers thenecesaaryconditions were not satisfied by an iterative
method but the continuous control was approximated by a set of discrete
values which were unknown and the quadratic index expressed in terms of
these, the whole problem then becoming a non-linear programming one.
This method has also been suggested by AxeZband (1966). Weigand (1970)
obtained numerical results for a couple of linear first order hyperbolic
problems by applying a general method developed by Weigand and D'Souza
(1969) in which the necessary conditions were solved by contraction
mapping. Several difficulties were pointed out; in particular the
requirement that the system equations be expressed in integral form is
not easy to satisfy and indeed is impossible for non-linear problems.
The other methods just mentioned suffer from the same drawback and their
application to general problems is correspondingly restricted.
Other direct methods have been applied to distributed parameter
control problems such as the direct search method of SeinfeZd and

Lapidus (op.cit.) in which the domain of definition was discretised and
control allowed to take only certain distinct values. A dynamic programming
process was employed in which the control was extremised sequentially
over each mesh area, the values being held constant everywhere else.
The method is an extension of that ofLapidus and Luus (196?) for
lumped systems and comparison was mtde with problems solved by the
gradient method already described.
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Finally, a method advocated by BaLakriehnan (1968) for lumped

De JuZio (1970) and others in which the
dynamic control problem is reduced to a static one, without the necessity
of solution of the system equations. For instance, if a performance
index J(U) is to be minimised subject to LU = BF where L, B are linear
systems has been extended by

operators acting on state and control, then a new index
J (U) = J(U) + 111 LU - BFI12 is minimised, and De Ju1io has shown
e
£
that under certain conditions the solution for this modified problem
tends to that of the original as e + O. Numerical solution is
accomplished by discret~sing the domain of definition of state and
control variables and then searching for a minimum of J in terms of
e

the unknown values on these intervals. Correspondingly the number'of
unknowns is large and depends on the mesh imposed on the domain.
De JuZio (1969) used this Ye - method' to solve a linear diffusion
problem and

Kenneth. Sibony and Yvon (1968) produced results for a

similar system.

CHAPTE!<

~

OPTH1ALITY CONDITIONS AND SUCCESSIVE APPROXIfI"ATION
ALGORITH~lS FOR SOLUTION OF THE DISTRIRUTED PARm'1ETEP

CONTROL PROBLEM.
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Chapter 2.

Optimality GonditionA and successive approximation

algorithms for solution of the distributed parameter control problem
2.1

Re-statement of Control Problem

As a re-statement of the problem discussed in the Introduction it
is desired to minimise (or max~mise) a performance index.
J

=

f

P(U(X,T),Z:)dO·f { IQ(U(X,T),Fd(X,t)'x,t)drl+ JR{U(X,t)

o

0

'Fb<x.,.tJ'l<,t)~aQfl ::It

an

rI

(2.1.1)
subject to system equations ~~ = G(U,Ux'U ' Fd,x,t)
xx
with boundary conditions M(U,Ux,Fb,x,t) m 0

x
X

€

rI

€

an

(2.1.2)
(2.1.3)

and initial condition
U(x,O) = Uo(x)
x € n (2.1.4)
U(x, t) the state variable is defined on n x [0, TJ and in general will
c

be an N-vector as will be M.
Qc" nuan
is the closure of the c?~.c1al
domain of definition and[g,T] is the appropriate time interval for the
process, T being fixed. It will be assumed that the spaciaL domain
is one - dimensional. This implies no loss of generality from the
n-dimensiona1 case but considerably simplifies the Hotp.cion.
Admissible domain controls are those values Fdlx,t) from a control
set ~ defined on rI x
equation

[O,T],

and act on the system directly through

(2.1.2).

Admissible boundary controls are those values Fb(x,t) from a control
set4b defined on

ao

x [O,T], and have effect through boundary condition

(2.1.3).
Fd and Fb may be vector functions and both are assumed continuous.
The types of problem to be analysed are either (i) second order parabolic or
(ii) first order hyperbolic.
Of necessity the system equations are different for the two cases.

It is

intended that the derivation of the optimality requirements be based on
(i) and that differences affecting (ii) be pointed out as appropriate.
For the parabolic case it is assumed that Q,R, G and M are continuous
in E and t and twice continuously differentiable with respect to their
other arguments.

In addition M is assumed to be continuously

differentiable with respect to x and G twice continuously differentiable
with respect to x. P is taken to be continuous in x and twice differentiable
in U.
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For the hyPerbolic case system equation (2.1.2) will not involve
U
xx and the boundary conditions will be slightly different. The equations
will be
x e 0
X E

ao'

(2.1.2')
(2.1.3')

where ao' is not the whole of the spacial domain but only that part
required to produce a well-posed problem.

In the performance index

(2.1.1) the third term will be integrated over ao' x(O,T]~ The
requirement of differentiability of M with respect to x is relaxed,
only continuity being required, and G need only be once differentiable
in x. The other conditions still hold.
It will be assumed that inequality constraints on the state andl
or control variables of the form Cd(U.F ) IS 0 on 0 x @.T] and
d
Cb(U.F b) ~ 0 on ao x [O,T»)are absent and also that there are no
end point equality constraints D(U(x,T» = 0,
x E O. (Cd' Cb and Dmay
be functions or functionals). These additional conditions will be
dealt with later.
2.2 Necessary conditions. (Parabolic case)
Conditions necessary f9r a minimum (or maximum) of J are determined
by adjoining the differential constraints to the performance index by
means of undetermined mUltipliers and considering the effect on the new
A

index J of small increments in control measured from the op~imal values.
In this way it is possible to generate first order conditions which are
necessary for stationarity but not sufficient, and any other information
about the process must be examined to confirm that the extremum is of
the desired type.
Two multipliers A(X.t) and

~(x.t)

are used to adjoin (2.1.2)

and (2.1.3), with A defined on the same domain as U and having the same
number of components, and ~ defined on ao x !9.T](or ao'x [O.T] in the
hyperbolic case) and being a vector of same order as M.
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Hence we define J"

=' J

+

ITf
o

AT(X,t).(G -

~~)dndt

+

n

Call Hl(U,Ux, Uxx, Fd , A)

fTf ~T(x,t).Mdandt
o

= AT.G
a

~

T

an

+Q

.M + R

T

A denotes the transpose of column vector A.

where

fJ

J=

f

P(U(x, T»dn
(Hl - AT.Ut)dOdt + JTJ H2dandt +
o 0
n
o an
Consider now the optimal controls Fd*' Fb* with resulting state U* and
* A*
,
performance index J = J ~ and examine the effect of arbitrary permissible
variations 6Fd , 6Fb in control which produce the new state (U* + 00)
* * by 5A, 6~. Control variations must be
and appropriately chan~e A.~

Then

'* + 5Fb ) are members of control sets 'J.;p
" Jb
such that (Fd* + 6Fd)' (Fb
respectively. The change occurring in performance index J" is AJ and
is given by

J +
"*

J'

AJ = P(U*(x,T)+ oo(x,T»dn +

n

~l(U*
+

JT

J
o an

+ oU,U

x*+

H2 (U*+6U,U *+6U ,F * + 5F ,
b
x
x b

To first order,AJ -

J

~*+5~)dandt

apT
au (x,T).oU(x,T)dn

+

n

where the coefficients are evaluated at U* • Fd* • Fb* • A*; II * •
Applying Green's formula to the terms

J~
0',

Jn ( r

5U H1U + 6U Txx .H 1uxx )dndt
x
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gives
IlJ

a

f (;~T.OU(X'T)-~UT.>.*J:

)dP.

+

n

a
-a-x

a.. (HW )1+ OU T.
+ Hw ]
+ H1ux - ax
xx'~
x L 2Ux
xx

fa

where it must be assumed that HW ,HW
are independent of Fd- as the
x
xx
domain control ds not defined on an.
Now 6U(x,O)

=0

because U(x,O) = Uo(x) is given.

As we have adjoined all constants and the variations are arbitrary,
for IlJ to be zero the unrelated terms must be zero individually.

=0

Hence

= 0

(2.2.1)
in \'l x[o,Tl

(2.2.2)
(2.2.3)

= 0

(2;2.4)

Also
H2U
x

on

+ H1U

xx

an

xlo;ij (2.2.5)

21J

=0

(2.2.6)

H2Fb

= 0

(2.2.7)

>. * (x,T) - 3P
au (x,T)

=0

H

x t

n

(2.2.8)

Equations (2.2.1) to (2.2.8) together with the initial condition on U
constitute the first order necessary conditions for an extremum of J.
(2.2.1) and (2.2.2) are the state and adjoint equations, and (2.2.3)
and (2.2.7) are optimality conditions for the controls Fd , Fb •
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The whole·;set constitutes a non-linear tt-m-point boundary value problem
of partial differential form for the unknowns U(x,t),A(X,t),Fd(X,t),
Fb(x,t), ~(x,t) over their appropriate domains of definition. ~ is
determined algebraically by (2.2.5), and provided
is non-singular
can be eliminated directly from boundary condition (2.2.4) and

Mu

optimality condition (2.2.7).
For the more general case in which control bounds may be present,
of the form Fdl ~ Fd ~ F , Fbl ~ Fb ~ Fb2 the conditions (2.2.3) and
d2
(2.2.7) will not hold as it is not necessarily possible to expand
Rl' H2 about the optimal values. This is because arbitrary variations
~Fd'

oFb about the optimal controls can not be considered if the
controls are already on the boundary as the control bounds could then

be exceeded.
Assuming the other conditions to hold we get, to first order,
AJ =

JoTJ(n HI(U*,Ux*,Uxx"* FA*)-Hl(U
,

~

1< ,U

- H2(U * ,U

*)

*
x* xx,
~U

* *)

F ,A ) dQdt

*,Fb*~ *»)dandt

x

The minimisation conditions become instead:
Rl(U *,x
U * • UXX*,Fd* ,A)
H2 (U * U * Fb *'
, x •

~

*)

a

=

inf

Rl(U* , U * U * Fd,A*}
x ' xx '
Fde ':.td
H2(U * U * ,Fb'~)
*
inf
• x
Fb e'J- b

(2.2.9)
(2.2.10)

Hence the Ilamiltonian functions Hl and H2 are minimised with respect
to their controls. Any incremental change in control from the optimal
over the whole or part of the control region would

pro~uce.a

AJ which

would be positive.
Rigorous proofs of first order necessary conditions for parabolic
systems have been derived by Egorov(1966,1967J and include
the assumption that control values are only piecewise continuous. If
the lines of discontinuity are characteristics, i.e., orthogonal to the time
axis, then the problem breaks down into several similar problems
adjoining along the characteristics, with discontinuities in the time
derivative of the state variables at the boundaries.

For other control

discontinuities certain smoot~ess assumptions are made on the state
variables.

I"-
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Second order terms are considered in the proofs and it is shown that if
conditions (2.2.9) and (2.2.10) do not hold,then it is possible to
construct a non-optimal control which gives a lower value of
performance index than the optimal value (in the case of minimisation)

2.3 Necessary Conditions

(Hyperbolic Case)

Considering next the first order hyperbolic case the equations
appropriate to the case with unbounded control are:
a

\

*

= 0

+ HlU -

(2.3.1)

0

(2.3.2)

on n x[o,T1

(2.3.3)

.. 0

.. 0

on an'x[o,TJ

(2.3.4)

.. 0

on (an-an')xto,T]

(2.3.5)

.. 0 )

on an'x(o,TJ

(2.3.6)
(2.3.7)

.. 0

*

" (x,T) Again,

~(x,t)

ap
au

(2.3.8)

x e n

which is only defined on an' can be eliminated from (2.3.7)

by means of (2.3.4) provided
that H1U

.. 0

(x,T)

MU is non-singular. It must be assumed

is independent of Fd •
The alternative forms of conditions (2.3.3) and (2.3.7) for the
x

case of bounded control will be
RI(U* ,Ux* ' Fd* ' ,,*)
H2. (U* ,Fb*;

/)

..

.

inf
HI (U * , U * Fd ,
x '
FdE'ld
inf
Fb E"d- b

H2(U *, Fb *,

~

*)

"*

)

-

-----------------------------------------19
2.4

Successive Approximation Methods
Having obtained the necessary conditions it can be seen that by using

the optimality conditions it is theoretically possible to eliminate
the controls from the state and adjoint equations and boundary
conditions.

~

can be eliminated provided the appropriate matrix is

non-singular and so the problem reduced to one of a set of non-linear
partial differential equations in U and ~ with initial conditions on
the former and fixed conditions on the latter.
equations are available.

Appropriate boundary

The whole is thus equivalent to the non-linear

two point boundary-value problem of lumped parameter systems but instead
of end conditions existing at single points there are conditions over
the whole domain at initial and final times.
Solutions can be determined numerically by successive approximation
methods.

Several methods are available and these will be described:

(i) Successive approximation based on the gradients of the
Hamiltonians. The method starts from an existing non-optimal solution
for the state and control of the system and produces a first order
correction which ensures a decrease on the performance index by
considering control changes in the direction of the gradients of
the Hmniltonians with respect to their appropriate controls.

The

process is repeated until convergence is achieved. During each
iteration it is necessary to solve the state and adjoint equations
using the assumed control"and then correct the control, monitoring
the performance index.
(ii) Successive approximation based on the second variation. This
method is an extension of (i) which uses both first and second
order terms. The control correction is determined to give the
optimum decrease in cost during the iteration, not just to ensure
there is a decrease.

A linear two-point bO'mdary-value problem is

generated during each iteration which is solved directly to give
the new control.
(iii) Successive approximation based on the linearisation of the
necessary conditions (Quasilinearisation or Generalised NewtonRaphson). In this method the necessary conditions are linearised
about assumed values of the variables and the control is then
eliminated by expressing in terms of state and adjoint. This
produces a linear two-point boundary value problem which may be
solved exactly to determine new values of the variables. The process
is repeated until convergence occurs.
These three methods are based on the necessary conditions in distributed
parameter form and will be demonstrated on a set of examples.
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2,5 Derivation of successive approximation algorithms based on first
and second variations.
Consider the adjoined performance index
A

J= fTf(Hl(U,UX,UXX,Fd,A)-AT.Ut)dOdt
o 0

f P(U(x,T»dO

(2.5.1)

o
A

J

is a functional of U and its derivatives,

A,~

and the controls.-

As before, the parabolic case will be considered and differences from
the hyperbolic will be pointed out. It is necessary to assume that the
controls are unbounded so that the first and second order -expansions
of the Hamiltonians can be made.
Suppose that nominal values U,F,~,~ are chosen for the variables
and also corresponding increments f 0 t" the variables, OU, of ,OA ,Oil.
Inserting in J gives
A

= fJ

J + AJ

(Hl(U +

00

(~

+ OA)T.(U+oU)t)dOdt +

f P«U

+ oU)(x,T»dO

o

A

where j is the value of J corresponding to the nominal values.
Hence to second order:

AJ

=

ff

o 0

1

T
T
(OU HIUU OU + OUx HIU xUx OU x +
T
T
T
Wxx HlU XX Uxx OUXX + oFd HIFF OF d + 2 oU HIUUx OUx +

2'

T
T
T
26U HlUU xx OU xx + 2cSU HlUF of d + 2CU HlUA 0" +

CONT/D ••••.••••••
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26UxT HIUxUxx oUxx + 20UxTHIUxF oFd + 26UxTRIUXA oA + 26UxxT HIU xxF5Fd +
T
20U XXT H1UXXAoA + 20i dT HIFA oA) - oAT,U t - OU t .; - OATOU~ dndt
+

rf

o an

~UT .H2U + OU/ H2U x + oFb T H2F +

oJ,tT .H2J,t +

T
T
T
oFb R2FF oFb + 20U .H2UU OUx + 20U .H2UF oFb +
x
T
20U .H2UJ,t

+

ft;~T.

o~

T
xF oFb + 20UxTH2Uxu0].t + 20Fb .H2F].t o].t)]dandt

+ 20Ux H2U

oU(x,T) +

i oUT(x,T)

(2.5.2)

n
In the expansion it has been assumed that the second order matrix terms
satisfy HAST • R • Suffices of the controls have been omitted to
BA
simplify the notation. It is noted that HIAA = H2~~ • o.
This is the full second order expansion, the sum of first and
second variations about the nominal values, all coefficients being
evaluated at these nominals.
2.6 First order Gradient Methods
To derive the first order gradient method consider only the first
variation terms of (2.5.1)

oJ· ITf

(oUT.HIU

o n
'T
rT
+ OA HlA - OAUt - OU t·~)dndt +

,.

. .,
"

.....

'
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Applying Green's formula to the oU x • oU xx terms in the first integral
gives
oJ •

j

(Tf (oUT(At
- + RlU -

aax (RIux>

a2

+ -

ax2

(HlU

xx

»

00
T

-

T

+ oA (RIA-U t ) + oFd HIF) dOdt

T

+ rJ (OFb .1l2F + olH2p +

o ao

oU T (HIU + H2U »daOdt
x
xx
x

+

J (OU(X,T)T.(~~

+

- h(X,T») + OU(X,O)T.A(X,O»)dO

where it must be

o
assumed that HlU ' HlUxx are independent,
x
of F d •

Ut At + HIU -

1
=

Rn

~x

.. 0

in

(2.6.1)
0 x

[o,T]

(2.6.2)

0

(HlU x)

subject to end conditions U(x,O)

1

= Uo(x)
"

h(x,T)
R2p

and boundary conditions

~
au

x E: 0

(U

(x,T»

(2.6.4)
(2.6.5)

"0
" 0

(2.6.3)

on aox[o,rJ

(2.6.6)
(2.6.7)

then oJ reduces toT
oJ" JTf OFdT.RIF dOdt + JTJ OF b .H2F daOdt
o 0

0

Hence if oF ~ - &dlllF,
d

oFb " -&b1l2F are assumed (&d'&b > 0)

oJ" - E:d fTf llIFT.HIF dOdt
o 0
<

o.

dO

E:b JTr H2FT.HZF daOdt
0

an

(2.6.8)
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The basic first order gradient method can now be summarised:
(i)

Choose nominal controls F , Fb
d
(H) Solve state equation Ut " HI). with initial condition U(x,O)=Uo(x)
and boundary conditions H2~ "0. Evaluate the cost.
(iii) Solve in backwards time the adjoint equation
(HlU

xx

) .. 0

with starting condition at t " T, ).(x,T) • 8P
au (x,T) and boundary
conditions

F, U, A, ~ and correct the controls F. 1 = F. + ~F. The &'S are
1.+
1.
chosen empirically so that the linearisation property holds.
(v) Re-solve the state equations and evaluate cost.
(vi) If unconverged return to (iii)
(vii) Stop.
There are several forms of the method which are based on different
assumptions for the e's and these will be given in detail when the
actual computational methods are described.
2.7

Second Order Gradient Method

In the derivation of the second order gradient method the expression
(2.5.2) for 6J is considered and the analysis parallels that of
Mitter (1966) for lumped systems. The first order terms are re-arranged
as for the previous case and the coefficients of oU,oU ,o).,o~ are
x
assumed to be independently equal to zero. Hence the first order equations
(2.6.1) to (2.6.7) also hold for the second order case. It is now desired
to find the values of the co~trol increments oF , oF which will give the
d
b
greatest possible change in J; i.e. the largest negative value to 6J
in the minimisation problem. The coefficients of first and second order
terms remaining in tJ will be evaluated at the nominals U,A,Fd,Fb'V'
6J is thus a functional of the unknowns OU, 0)., ~~,oFd,oFb and
appropriate derivatives.
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The conditions necessary for the minimisation of this new
performance index ~J can be determined by considering new increments
on the unknowns e.g. a change ooU in OU. Then by taking only first
order terms in these second increments it is possible to derive state
and adjoint increment equations for OU and o~ with appropriate boundary
conditions and also optimality relations for oFd,oF • This method for
b
the auxiliary minimisation problem corresponds exactly to the determination
of necessary conditions for the general problem except that the equations
will noW be linear and so can be solved without iteration.
It is still assumed that the controls are unbounded. Certain
restrictions will be made on the form of HI to ensure a set of incremental
equations which are correctly posed and this may mean that some of the
second order terms will have to be neglected. As in the first order case
it will be assumed that HlU , HIU
x
xx are independent of Fd • This is
necessary because application of Green's formula to terms
oU T. HIU F oFd' oU T HIU FoF d is not possible as Fd,oF d are not defined
x
x
xx
xx
on an.
Considering ~J given by (2.5.2) with increments ooU, etc, on the
variables oU,etc, the first variation of &J is

AAJ

= fTf

[OOUT(HIUU oU + HlUX

o~

+ HlUF oFd + HIUUx OUx +H\UU
OU )
·xxxx

o n
T

+ COUx (HWxU oU + HIUxUx OU x + Hlii xU-~xx oUxx + HIU X ,o~)
A

+

T
+ OOA (- OUt + HIAU OU + HIAF oFd + HIAUxOUx + HIAUxxOU xx ) +
OOFdT(HIFFOFd + HIFU aU + HIFoA oX + HIF) -

oou~.

fTf ~OFbT(H2F

+ H2FU x aUx) +

o an

+ H2FF oFb+ H2FUo U+

H2F~o~

o;ldndt +

CONT/D .....
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T
/
ooUx (H 2UxuoU + H2UXX
U oUx + HZU X\lll
0 + H2UxF OFb ) +

001lT(H 21lU oU + HZIlUx oUx + H21lF OFb)]daOdt

J

.

+ ooU{x,T)

o

T

2

a p oU(x,T) dO
au2

Applying Green's formula to the first integral and then setting to
zero the coefficients of ooU,ooUx ' oOA,oOFd,ooFb,ooll gives
(2.7.1)

=0

(2.7.2)

.. 0

(2.7.3)

(2.7.1) to (2.7.3) hold on 0 x(O,T)
H2FF oF + H2FU oU + H2F\loll
+ HzF + H2FU x oU x
.
b

HIUxxUxx oUxx+ HIUXXh,0A)

• 0

=0

on anx(O,T) (2.7.4)

(2.7.6)

H2U xuoU + H2Uxx
U /iU x + H2U xIl /i Il + H2U xF /iFb + HlUxxU/iU +

lfinally

a2p

oA(x,T) - --auz

(x,T)/iU(x,T)

.. 0

(2.7.7)

=0

(2.7.8)

Equations (2.7.1) to (2.7.8) with initial condition oU(x,O) .. 0 are
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the necessary conditions of the auxiliary minimisation problem
(i~e. that associated with bJ)
Substituting back into bJ itiis possible to determine conditions
which must be imposed on the problem to guarantee a decrease in
performance index.
bJ

a

JTf [ - ~
o fI

21

T

6U (HIUU - HIUF HIFF

-1

HlFU)OU-

1 (00 THlU U 6U + 6U T HlU U 00 ) X
xxx
XX
xxxxxx
2

;I

T
OUx HIUxU 6U - 6U xxT(HIUXXU6U + HIUXXUx 6U x~ dfldt

Sufficient conditions are:

(i) RIFF and H2FF must be positive definite
(H)

a2p
au2 •

-1

--- (HlUU - HIUFRI FF HlFU) and

(H

2UU

- H2UF H2FF

-1-

H2FU) must be positive

semi-definite
(Hi) HI and H2 must be linear in terms @f
the derivatives of U.
This last requirement along with restrictions previously imposed on HI
means that G and M must be sums of linear spacial operator terms and
nonlinear algebraic terms involving state and control functions in
order to obtain a guaranteed reduction at each iteration. This assumption is
also made by Tzafestas & NightingaZe(1969) in their more general method
based on dynamic programming and they point out that if it does not hold
then the appropriate offending terms must be disregarded in the second
order ex ansion.

,,
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In the variational method presented here terms need not be omitted but
AJ may be non-neg·ative.
With condition (iii) the equations would be changed:
(2.7.2) will become

OAt + H1UUOU + H1UA Oh +

BlUF

of d - -aax
,. 0

(2.7.10;

I

I

" 0

'

(2.7.11)
(2.7.12)

The complete set of second order equations will be (2.7.1). (2.7.3).
(2.7.5). (2.7.8) and (2.7.9) to(2.7.l2) together with the initial
condition on ou.
Summarising the second order gradient method:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

Choose nominal controls F • Fb
d
Solve state and adjoint equations (2.6.1) to (2.6.7) for

U and A and evaluate cost.
Eliminate oF • oF from the
d
b

second order equations and hence

solve directly the resulting linear two-point boundary(iv)

value problem for incremental state and adjoint.
Calculate the control corrections (2.7.3) and (2.7.4) (or 2.7.10)
and update controls.

(v)
(vi)

Resolve state equation and evaluate cost.
If not converged resolve for adjoint and return to (iii)

(vii) Stop.
The main difference between the first and second order methods is the
necessity in the latter of solving an extra problem. of linear distributed
two-point boundary-value type. This promises to give a better correction
to the existing control because higher order terms have been considered.
but it is important that the auxiliary problem be solved without
iteration or else the linearity property will not be exploited.
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The first and second order algorithms for the hyperbolic case are
similar to those derived above but Hl, H2 does not involve Uxx ,U x
respectively. The boundary conditions are different on an' and
(an - an') but sufficiency conditions for a negative AJ are the same.

2.8 Iterative solution based on linearisation of necessary conditions
The Generalised Newton-Raphson or Quasi1inearisation method applied
to the necessary conditions reduces them from a non-linear two-point
boundary-value problem to a sequence of linear ones which converge~
to the original problem.
Suppose that an approximate set of variables is known
U., A., F ., F ., ~. at the ith iteration and it is desired to update
1. 1. d 1. b 1. 1.
these to Ui +l , e~~. Non-linear terms in the necessary conditions are
expanded about these ith values in the following way:
Linearised state equation is
i
U i+l_ (H i + H iu(Ui+l_Ui)+Hi
(U i +l
t
lA
lA
lAU x x - Ux ) +

Similarly the adjoint equation becomes
• 1 H
't1.'+1 + H1UU U1.+
U 1.'+1 + HlUU U 1.'+1 +
1\
+ lUU xx
xx xx

a
ax

.
i+1)
+ HIU
..
. xxA"
where the coefficients are evaluated at the ith iteration values.
The optimality condition become
'+1
'+1
'+1
i+l
i+l
HIFF Fd 1
+ HlFUU1. + HlFUxUx 1. + H.FU
• xxUxx + RIF'A
1\
m

Z.
1.

x e: 0

(2.6~3)

and

.. A.
1.

x e:

an

with boundary conditions

(2.8.4)
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• 1

+ H1U U U 1.+
X xx xx
HIU

U U

xx xx xx

i+l

. +1

+ HlU . A1.
XA

a
-a-x

i l

+

II U AA + ) • B.
I XX
1.

(HI U uU i +l + HIU U U i+l +
xx
xxxx
x

tan

X

(2.8.5)

tan

(2.8.6)

- D.1.
Finally

2 i

. I

3
U1.+ (x,T) _
Ai+l(x,T) _ --K

au2

X t

an

(2.8.7)

3 2pi •
--- Ul.)(x,T)

au 2

=0

n (2.8.8)

X t

Comparing (2.8.1) to (2.8.8) with the incremental equations associated
with the second order algorithm it is seen that both systems represent
linear two-point boundary-value problems with similar coefficients.
The state and adjoint equations are not required to be satisfied by
Ui and Ai in the quasilinear case but otherwise the methods have much
in common.
Summarising the quasilinear method:
(i)

Choose nominal values

ii,

A,Fd,i\,~ which need not satisfy

the state and adjoint equations.
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)

Evaluate the performance index.
Eliminate F i , Fbi from the linearised state and adjoint equations
d
and hence solve directly the resulting linear two-point
i
i i
boundary-value problem for U , A ,~ •
Calculate new values of F i , Fbi using (2.8.3) and (2.8.4)
d
and re-evaluate cost.
If not converged return to (iii)

(vi)
Stop.
Quasilinearisation of the hyperbolic problem can be derived in a
similar manner to that of the parabolic case but will not be demonstrated
here.
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2.9

Solution of linear two-point boundary value problem occuring in
second order gradient and quasilinearisation methods
Solutions of linear two-point boundary-value problems 'btained by

second order variational methods applied to lumped parameter systems have
been derived by relating the incremental state oU(t) to the incremental
adjoint oA(t) using relationships of the form
OA(t)

= M(t)

+ K(t)oU(t)

where oA, M, 6U are n-vectors and K is a (nxn) matrix. (See Mitter
(1968). Athans and FaZb(1988), Kalman (1963))

This substitution reduces the incremental adjoint equation to a
matrix Riccati equation for K and an equation for M, both of which
can be solved without reference to oU{t). The incremental eqt.;ation can
be expressed in terms of OU, K and M by the optimality conditions and
hence solved for oU, giving oA and corresponding the control correction.
The logical extension of the method for systems with spacial
variations as well as time dependence is

llA(x,~) •

M(x,t) +

JK(x.x' ,t)oU(x' ,t)d[J'
n'

This can be derived by considering each distributed variable

as

the limiting case of a vector with large dimension. The vector oA(t)
thus becomes the continuous variable oA(x,t).
Applying a substitution of this type to a linear distributed
two-point boundary-value problem produces a Riccati-type partial integrodifferential equation for K(x,x't) and a partial equation for M, which
will also be integro='differential. The method has been used to solve
linear distributed problems directly using the first order necessary
conditions. A l.ilal'ado and Mukundcin (1989) examined a parabolic heat
diffusion system and Denn(1988) considered a first order hyperbolic
problem. In this work the OA transformation will be applied to solve the
auxiliary minimisation problem which occurs at each iteration of the
second order method. Similarly, in the quasilinearisation problem
Ai will be expressed as
Ai(x,t) .. M(x,t) +

JK(x,x' ,t)Ui(x' ,t)d[J'

In actual fact, because of then~ssumed form of performance index, it is
possible to simplify the transformation and resulting equations. The
K variable is given by
K(x,x' ,t).Kl (x,t)cS(x' - x)

CONT/o ••••••

CONT/D •••••
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and so the substitution (for second order case) reduces to
6A(X,t)

= M(x,t)

+ Kl(X,t)6U(x,t)

A similar expression holds in the quasilinear case.
Details of the analysis are given in Appendix 1

2.10 Reduction of the distributed control problem to lumped form
As an alternative to solving the distributed problem directly it is
possible to first reduce to lumped form and then apply optimality
conditions. One obvious way to do this is to set up a mesh in the xdomain and approximate the continuous state and control variables by
vectors with components representing values at the different mesh points.
The spacial differential operators may be approximated by finite difference
operators and the performance index reduced to a functional of the new
variables. Lumped control theory can then be applied. Numerical solution
of the new problem by digital computation will involve discretising the
time domain so in a sense there is little difference between this method
and that of deriving distributed optimality conditions and then discretising
both space and time to obtain a solution.

Accuracy in both cases will

depend on the size of the meshes.
It may be possible to get a good spacial approximation in terms of
a set of kncwn functions where hopefully far fewer .of these functions
are needed than would be spacial mesh points for comparable accuracy.
Characteristics of the system can be exploited in the choice of functions.
Suppose as before that the state equation is
X

with

I:

X I:

n

an

Consider a complete set of functions on n,(Xi(x), i=O,l,2 ••• )
It is possible to write the state and control variables as
00

L x.(x)V.(t)
•
1
1
l.=o
00
and
F/x,t) = L x.]. (x)W.]. (t)
i=o
where V., W. are sets of time dependent weights.
].
l.
U(x,t) =
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It must be assumed that U(x,e) in expansion form satisfies the
boundary conditions for all t in[O,T] and this means that problems with
boundary control cannot be tackled by the method to be described.
Truncating U and Fd after the (N+l)st term gives approximations to
state and control of U,F , where for example
d
N

U=L
i=O

x.1 (x)V.1 (t)

and these may be substituted
ilU
-ilt
~

into the state equation to give

-

is termed the residual of the equation and in general will be a vector

Consider further a complete set of functions (Y.(x), i
1.

which are described on

o.

= 0,1,2 ••• )

These may be orthogonal with respect to some

w(x) in which case

JW(x)Y. (x)Y • (x) dO
J

1.

=

a.o
1. ••

1J

where w(x) is a positive
continuous weighting function.
The distributed system is reduced to ordinary differential form
by requiring the residual to be orthogonal to the weighting function
w(x)Y.(x), i = 0, ••• N
1

rau
[at -

i.e.

-

(i .. 0, ••• N)

G(U.

(2.10.1)
This method was first described by

Zah~adnik

and Lynn (1970) for

but-

first order hyperbolic problems, is equally true for parabolic problems
A

of the type under consideration.
Note at this stage that the orthogonality of the residual is taken
with respect to a set of functions not necessarily the same as those
used in the spacial approximation and this introduces a large freedom
of choice in selection of the

xl...

If the system is linear and parabolic

then the spacial operator eigenfunctions can be used for Xi and Yi if they
are known/but in the non-linear case this is not possible and so here the
method is readily usable. First order hyperbolic problems of linear
or non-linear form possess no eigenfunctions and so are also suitable for
analysis as above.
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The advantage of using eigenfunctions if they are available is that
linear systems are reduced to uncoupled ordinary differential equations.
All the problems dealt with in this work will be non-linear and so this
property is lost.
Integrating (2.10.1) gives
A(t)

~~ - B(V(t),W(t),t) = 0

where for the case of U a single variable VT,

(2.10.2)

wT represent

the row

vectors (Vo' •••• VN), (Wo' •••• wN) ,A is an (N+l)x(N+l) matrix and B is
an (N+l) column vector.
a matrix equation.

If U is a vector variable then (2.10.2) will be

In order that this integration be possible G must be a finite
polynomial in its arguments and transcendental forms such as
trigonometric or exponential are precluded •.
The performance index J

=

IP(U(X,T»dQ + ~J Q(U,Fd,x,t)dQdt
o

Q

may be transformed to one of V and W by integration over n provided that
the conditions applied to G are also satisfied by P and Q.
The new lumped problem will be
Minimise J • L + JTL1(V(t), W(t),t)dt

(2.10.3)

o

subject to

dV
-dt =

(2.10.4)
N

with initial conditions for V(t) determined from U (x) =
o

L X.(x)V.(O)
'Ol.
l.=

l.

L ,"-ill be a function of final state V(T)
The first order gradient method can be applied to this problem in the
usual manner, forming a Hamiltonian and considering incremental variations
from some nominal values. The method will not be described here but
follows that of the distributed case (see 2.6)
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2.11

Direct search on the performance index
This method was originally described by Lapidus and Luus (1967)

for lumped systems and extended by SeinfeZd and Lapidus (1968) for the
distributed case.

It is based on the dynamic programming concept but

cuts down the large storage requirement at the expense of increased
cpmputer time.

The necessary conditions are not required.

To solve the distributed problem as posed in section 2.1 a mesh
is imposed on the system with N segments in the space direction and
M in time.

Assuming control is constant over each of these meshes the

problem is one of determining NM domain control values and M boundary
ones (where for simplicity it is understood that the boundary control
acts only at one end of the domarun n and that U(x,t) is a scalar function).
nd and nb discrete control values are chosen from the admissible sets
~d and~ b respectively and it is assumed that controls F , Fb can only

d

take these values.
The method of direct search proceeds as follows:
(i)

Choose nominal values Fd(i.j). Fb(j)

(i=l ••• N, j

= 1 •• M)

from the admissible sets of discretised control, where i,j
refer to the x.t mesh segment.
(ii)
(iii)

Integr.ate the system equation and evaluate performance index
JO.
E'or each of the nd admissible values 6f Fd(l,l) integrate from
j = 1 to M and evaluate the cost,keeping coutrol constant in
the other meshes.

Retain that control for Fd(l,l) which

minimises J.
Repeat the process for each of Fd(i,l), i
and also for Fb(l).

= 2 ••• N in

turn

Note that if the nominal values are

already the best then the original controls for Fd(i.l).
Fb(l) will be retained.
(iv)

Repeat (iii) for rows j

= 2 •••• M in

turn.

The system equation

only needs re-integration from level j in order to determine
cost.

The cost determined after the last time mesh has been

searched is denoted Jl
(v)

Repeat the procedure from (iii) until J k+l
k+l
k
J
must be less than or equal to J )

= Jk

(Note that
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This method has the advantages that computer storage requirements
are small and no two-point boundary-value problems are generated.
deal

\~ith

It can

control and state constraints and in fact is well suited to

bounded control problems, particularly bang-bang problems.
The main disadvantage is that on each overall iteration M(Nnd+ob )
system integrations and cost evaluations need to be performed so if any
of N,M,n

d

and nb are large the computing time may become excessive.
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Chapter 3

First order algorithms. Constrained problems by first and
second order methods.

This chapter outlines the different types of first order algorithm.
Equality and inequality constraints are also examined and application
of both first and second order methods where appropriate is described.
3.1

First Order Gradient Methods
~

According to (2.6.8) the first differential of J is
oJ

=

fTf

fJ
o Sl

OFbT.HZFdandt

o aSl

There are several methods of choosing oF , oFb in order to obtain
d
a decrease in the performance index:
~d-step

3.1.1

Gradient Method

This has already been outlined in (2.6).
Positive constants &d'&b are chosen and then using
ofd = - &d R1F '
gives

oJ

= - &

d fJ
o sl

Rl~TR1F

cSFb = - &bR2F
dndt

cb

fJ

R2FT .R2F d
o an

aSldt

,
< 0 provided &d' Eb are sufficiently small that the second
~

order terms which have been ignored in the expansion of J are not important.
In practice, it is necessary to monitor cSJ and if positive then
reduce the E'S and recorrect the controls (in the minimisation case).
3.1.2

Steepest Descent Gradient Hethod

(1)

This is a variation on the fixed-step gradient method and was
extended by SeinfeLi and Lapidus {1968) to distributed systems from the
method of

B~son

and Denham (1962) for lumped problems.

Consider minimising cSJ subject to constraints on the incremental
control of the form
dSldt,

fJ

o n

B2

- -

.. _

=

JTJ OFbTW(x,t)OF daSldt
b
o an

--------------

----

-

-
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A, B are constants and V,W positive definite symmetric matrices, all
of which are chosen to limit the size of the control pertubations.
Adjoining the constraints to oJ by undetermined scalar multipli~r8
IT

and

~,

it is possible to derive the minimising

ofd ..

as

of ..
b

and

oJ .. -

IT ..

1

-1

1

-1

21T V

HIF

211 W HZF

JTf 4! HIFT V-I HIF dOdt o n

<

where

-

oFd , oFb

~J ~ll HZFT w-1a ZF

deOdt

o all

0

1
Tf T 1
2A ( f HlF V- HlF

dOdt)

~

o 0
1

TB

( [Tf

HZFT

w- 1 HZF

deOdt)!

o all

3.1.3 Steepest Descent Gradient Methods (11)
Thi8 is also called the 'modified' or 'Accel~rated gradient Method'
Initial values of e , e are chosen and control corrections made with
d b

The performance index is evaluated and provided its value is an
improvement on the nominal J then the e's are increased by some factor
k and the controls recorrected. J is again evaluated and the process
is repeated until the minimum value has been bracketed by the last two
e values. A quadratic fit to the optimum values is made and the new
control is calculated, after which the process follows that of the
fixed-step method. If a failure to improve cost is met on the first
iteration then the e's are divided by factor k and the process searches
accordingly for the minimising e values.
e-search the initial values for cd,E

b

At the beginning of each

are re-adopted.
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Considering F to represent the controls Fd , Fb and similarly H
the Hamiltonians Hl, H2 the algorithm can be expressed as:
(i)
Choose nominal control F a Fo and integrate state and
adjoint equations.
(ii)
Calculate gradient direction go = HF 0 • Search direction
is So a - go
(Hi) Determine a=a. which minimises J(F. + aSi)
~

(iv)

J.

F.1+ 1 " F.1 + a.1 ]5..

(v) Re-integrate IItate and adjoint; equation"
and hence g'+l
l.

~

to determine Ui+l'\+l

HF .
J.+ 1

(vi)

5i +l " - gi+l'

Go to (Hi)

(vii)

Repeat (iii) - (vi) until J converges.

The flow chart for the minimisation procedure is given in Appendix 3.
3.1.4 Conjugate Gradient Method
This is similar to the Steepest Descent Method (11) but instead
of simply searching in direction - H1F,-HzF pt6gressive improvements
to these are sought at each iteration so that more rapid convergence
can be produced.
The search direction at stage (i+l) is related to the gradient by
S~+l " - g.11+
+ ]e·S·
. .l.
4

and the inner product (g.,g.) is defined by (g. ,g.) "
l.

J

1

J

[Tf gi(x,t)Tgj(x,t)dndt
on
(or a corresponding integral over anx [0, TJ in the case of boundary control)
The method of conjugate gradients was originally applied to minimisation
of functions of n variables and it was shown that a quadratic form could
be minimised exactly in n steps. Even for more general functions
convergence to the optimum was found to be better than that of steepest
descent. Lasdon. Mitter and Waren (1967) applied the method to lumped
parameter systems and showed the method to be rep idly convergent on
several examples. It has been applied successfully to some distributed
problems (see Chapter 1).
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As the optimum -is approached HFi tends to zero and hence so does
(g.,g.). The algorithm is the same as that for Steepest Descent Method
1

1

(11) except that stage (vi) is replaced by
(vi) Calculate S.1

m

(g.1+ l,g'+1)/(g.,g.)
1
1
1

(vii) New search direction Si+l=-gi+l+SiSi Go to (iii)
The method requires only the calculation of inner products (g., g.)
1

1

for domain and boundary controls in addition to the numerical work of the
steepest descent algorithm so it is easy to implement.

See Appendix' for

the minimisation procedure.

The fixed-step, conjugate gradient and steepest descent (11) methods
will all be applied to the distributed parameter system to be analysed,
but not the steepest descent (I) method-.
This latter is really more similar to the fixed-step process than to
steepest descent (11) because the control corrections are determined exactly
in terms of some given input parameters once the Hamiltonian gradients
are known.

It is called steepest descent because the performance index J

is minimised, subject to integral constraints on the magnitude of the
control corrections. On the other hand the second steepest descent method
searches in the gradient direction for a minimum of J without any such
restrictions. Comparing the Fd corrections of the fixed-step and st-eepest
descent (I) methods respectively gives

=-

E:dH1F(X, t)

1
= - --

cSFd(x,t)

-1

V (x,t) H1F(x,t)

211

where

II

=

1
--

2A

The first requires Ed to be predetermined, the second A and V(x,t).

V(x,t)

in theory may be used to give importance to control correction in
certain areas of interest but in practice it may be difficult to say
what these areas are before the solution is known; it is therefore more
than likely to be set to unity.
(op.cit.) •

This is done by SeinfeZd and Lapidus
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Ed and A are parameters to restrict the size of control correction
but there.is no reason why·one should be easier to predetermine than
the other

for any particular problem.

In either case their values must

be reduced if the corrected'J is not an improvement on the previous
one.

Exactly corresponding arguments apply to the boundary control

correct ions.
For these reasons it is felt that the steepest descent method (I)
does not offer any real advantages over the fixed-step process and so
will not be used.

By contrast with all the first order methods second order approximation
does not produce several different algorithmic forms as the control
corrections are determined exactly from the first and second order terms.

All the same it may be necessary to reduce the correction step if
performance index is not improved.
3.2

Convergence Criteria

In all the algorithms to be applied in this research it is necessary
to have some criterion to determine whether or not convergence has been
As iteration proceeds a check on the value of (J - 3 +1)
i
i
is performed and the process is said to have converged when (J. - J. 1)
achieved.

,l

1

< 0, a suitably-chosen positive number (for the minimjation case,

1+

remembering J will be greater than J + ).
i 1
i
The 0 value is taken to be the same for all the different methods
applied in a particular comparison.
3.3.

State and Control Constraints
co~str~t~ts

(

Equality or inequality may be part of the mathematical description of
A

the distributed parameter problem and these present certain difficulties
in the formulation of the numerical algorithms, which have been derived
previously by assuming no restrictions on any of the variables. These
constraints may be dealt with in two ways:
(i)

Directly.

Here the changes in state and control are related to

each other along the region of constraint.
(H)

Indirectly.

A new unconstrained problem is examined which

has a high cost penalty associated with violation of the constraint.
A sequence of these problems is solved, converging to the constrained
problem.
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3.4 Inequality Constraints
The form of inequality constraint is CCU,Fd,Fb,x,t) ~ 0 where
C is a function of the state and control variables and x,t are defined
on appropriate domains.
3.4.1 Direct methods for inequality constraints
This type of constraint problem has been dealt with directly by
Bryson, Denham and Dreyfus (lfJ6S) for Itnnped parameter systems. Thl;!y
derived a steepest descent algorithm based on the first order necessary
conditions, modified for the period over which the constraint was active.
This modification is essential because the control increments are not
independent of the state increments and are given by:

ceu

+

OU, F +

of)

=

0

The case C independent of control (the most difficult one) was treated
ol.<-woJ- .....
by considering time derivations of C. The first/to involve explicitly
the control variable was used to determine the relationship between

OU and of on the constrained region. The adjoint variable was Bound
to be discontinuous at the point of entry of the constraint.
Seinfe~d

and Lapidus (op.cit.J

say an extension to the method
has been made for distributed systems but point out the high computer
storage requirements and programming difficulties, and use an indirect
method to solve constrained problems.
There is one problem that can easily be tackled by the method,
the case of domain and boundary controls subject to
(x,t) e n x[O,TJ
(x,t)

£:

a QX[O,T]

For this problem the adjoint equation is everywhere the same .. fiS that of
the unconstrained one and there are no discontinuities in the adjoint
values. This means that the~e are no complicated boundary conditions
at the edge of the constraint ~~gion, which would be the case if
the constraint was more general.
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3.4.1.1 First order application of direct methods for ineguality
constraints.
The fixed step and steepest descent (11) methods may be easily
modified to take account of bounded controls by calculating the
Hamiltonian gradient and control corrections as before except that
where the correction would give a value outside the control set it
must be restricted to take bounding value i.e.
when F. - e:H

Fmin
Fi+l

,.

F. l.

l.

when F
min

€H~'

Fi

~

Fi

<

Fmin

F. - eH
1.
Fi

~

Fmax

when F. - eH > F
max
J.
Fi

Fmax
where F .• F
are the control bounds.
m1.n max

An extra modification is required in the conjugate gradient case.

For

the constraint regions . HF will be non-zero and so the inner product
(g.,g.) will also be non-zero even for the optimal control. Pagurek
l.
J.
and Woodside (1968) have devised a method for lumped parameter systems
where a weighting function W. is used which is zero for areas where the
l.
control is at the boundary and unity elsewhere. The function W.g. is
l. l.

then considered in calculating the inner product and so this should tend
to zero as the optimum is approached, just as in the unbounded case.
The method may easily be extended to distributed systems, with a weighting
function for each of the different types of control.
Suppose that the ith iteration is complete and that the scalar functions
W , W ' are defined for domain and boundary controls:
di bi
W.(x,t)
l.

=

J

l

0,

F. (x, t) = F • or F
J.
mJ.n
max

1,

otherwise

Then as in the algorithm for the unbounded case control changes are
made in direction S. such that J(F. + as.) is minimised. In doing this
l.
l.
J.
F" F. + as. is truncated if it lies outside the constraint region. The
l.

1

minimising value Fi+1 is determined and Wi+l is established as above
(for both domain and boundary controls). The new gradient g.1+ 1 is
calculated and then the inner product (Wi+lg i +l , Wi +l g i +1) used to
determine the new search direction S.l.+ 1 by (vii) (see 3.1.4). The process
is then repeated until converged.

This method allows the constrained

region to change from iteration to iteration.
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3.4.1.2

1econd order application of direct methods for inequality
constraints

In unconstrained problems consideration of second order terms
produces an auxiliary minimisation problem in which the domain control
increment (for instance) is given by an expression
of

~

AoU +

Bo~

+ C

(see 2.7.3)

where OU, OA are the incremental state and &djoint variables.

Eliminating

of in the Euler-Lagrange equations gives a linear two-point boundary-value
problem which may be decoupled by assuming a transformation of type
o~(x,t) = M(x,t) + K(x,t)oU(x,t).
Considering the case of bounded controls, simplest of the inequality
constrained problems, on the constraint of will be zero and not given
as above. This in itself is not too great a difficulty and the
o~ transformation still applies.
What is awkward is that· in the iterative
process the active constraint region will in general change from one
iteration to the next and in the overlap region neither of the expressions
for of will hold.

Hence an extra boundary value problem in OU and

o~

will

be set up in this region, which itself will probably be of complicated shape
and bear no relation to the boundaries of the domain of definition.
Until the OU,
of.

o~

variables are determined it is not possible to calculate

As a consequence the linearity property of the second order method

will be lost.
The first order method does not suffer from the same difficulty as
of is given by of

=-

E~

and so the direction is known.

Only the

magnitude of control correction is sought.
To apply second order methods to inequality constrained problems
it is necessary to transform the problem and this wili be discussed
in the indirect methods below. Direct methods will not be attempted
in the examples analysed in Chapter 4.
3.4.2 Indirect methods for inequality constraints
The distributed control problems with inequality constraints may be
analysed by creating a new unconstrained problem with the same foys~
equations but a new performance index which is the old index plus·· some
sort of penalty term. This term has the property that it is small
everywhere except near the constraint region. Provided the new cost
functional is differentiable it may be analysed by first and second
order methods and by quasilinearisation as previously described.
Two different types of transformation may be applied:-
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3.4.2.1'

Interior Penalty Functions

For a constraint of fornr'C(U,F , x,t) IS O}(x,t)e: n x[O,T]
d
(or similar boundary control conditions on anx[O,TJ)
the new performance index is described as
Jk = J - k

TI
Io n

dndt

where k is some positive scalar, in the case of minimisation, and for
, simplicity C is assumed to be scalar. A sequence of k's is set up,
{k i }, where ki+l < k i and the minimum of J is found for each k. The
k
process is said to have converged when (J - J + ) < 6, some positive
k
k l
number, where the J' S are optimal for each k. In effect as k is reduced
more effort is made to decrease the original performance index J and the
constraint set can be more closely approached if it is profitable in
terms of an overall reduction in J • Lasdon. Waren and Rice (1967 )
k
have proved for lumped systems that solution of the unconstrained
problems tends to that of the oonstrained one.
More generally it is possible to set up a transformed problem with:
J

k

= J + k

JfTZ(C)dndt
no

where Z is some function of C which is positive in the coostrainJ; region
and approaches infinity as C+O (again only domain restrictions are
discussed).
For instance if IFq(x,t)1 IS F it would be possible to use
Z(C)

= log

cos

~

~),' where the argument Ofl~g

C)

m~~t~~proach zero

as control "ears the bounding values and be positive otherwise.
These methods are clilssed as interior because the constraint is always
satisfied. If any of the predicted control corrections do give values
for C which are outside the constraint set then it is necessary to reduce
the correction until an interior point is again achieved.

-

-

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
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3.4.2.2 Exterior Penalty Functions
This method again uses a modified performance index but no penalty
cost is incurred by state and control values within the admissible region.
Only when this is violated does the penalty become active. The modified
index is
Jk

=J

+ k

~f H(e)

C2dQdt

o Q

where H(C) is the Heaviside function defined by H(C)

H(C)

=0
=1

if C

~

0

if C > 0

In this case the sequence of k is an increasing one as it is
necessary to continually reduce the integral of constraint violation.
One drawback of the method is that values outside the constraint
region are assumed to exist whereas the interior penalty method always
gives a feasible solution, even if a suboptimal one.

Penalty function methods have certain advantages which should be
outlined.
(i)
They are simpler to implement than the direct methods for
any constrained problems other than those with simple bounded controls.
(ii)
Singular problems can be treated by choosing the penalty
function such that the auxiliary k-problem is non-singular. In this
case the penalty serves the two pu~poses of accounting for the
constraint and producing a non-singular problem.
(iii) First or second order methods, can be applied provided
appropriate differentiability requirements on the transformed J are
satisfied.
Against these advantages it must be said that bang-bang and discontinuous
control is difficult·.to achieve. Some continuous approximation to the
optimal is always generated.

3.5

Equality Constraints
Turning next to equality constraints, these will take the form
D(U,x,T) • 0

where D may be a function or functional in which case the constraint will
be of integral type. The latter case is less restrictive in terms of
controllability requirements for the process than that of D an explicit
function of U(x,T).
Two methods are again available for implementing the constraints:
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3.5.1

Direct methods for equality constraints
The terminal constraint is included in the

derivatio~

of the necessary

conditions by adjoining with an undetermined multiplier~. This ~ will
be independent of x if D is of functional form; otherwise the adjoining
term will be

J ~(x)D(U,x,T)dx.

o
The necessary conditions and successive approximation methods
derived in Chapter 2 can be readily adapted to take account of this
new unknown. Mitter~as demonstrated first and second order methods
of this kind for lumped systems (1966).
3.5.2 Indirect Methods for equality constraint$
As in 3.4.2

a new problem is set up with performance index given

by

JD2dO

Jk

=J

J

- J + kD 2

+ k

o

or

k

depending on the form of D, and this

is minimised for some chosen positive k using the successive
approximation methods as appropriate. The process is repeated for an
increasing sequence of k's until convergence is achieved.

CH/\PTER

4

DISTRIBUTED PARJlJ1ETER SYSTEf'i
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Chapter 4

Distributed Parameter System Examples and their Solution

In this chapter five examples of distributed parameter problems are
presented and wherever possible application is made of the different methods
of solution discussed in chapters 2 and 3. Results are calculated using
the Loughborough University of Technology ICL 1904A computer and a
representative selection of the computer runs are timed. Timing is in
real seconds and is of actual computational time, with no input or output
included.
4.1 Problem I
A parabolic system with domain control:
• 1S
• at
au (x,t ) a -a-2-u- (x,t )
Th e system equat10n
ax 2
with boundary condition

au
-

ax
and initial condition U(x,O)

x e; (0,1.)

(4.1.1)
(4.1.2)

(x t) = 0

x=O, R.

=

x dO,t)
(4.1.3)
T
(U2(X,t)+Fd 2 (X,t»dXdt

'
U (x)

Performance index to be minimise: is J =

t 1f

o 0
This system is of regl,11ator typE) with no restriction on the control
variable, the state being governed by a non-linear equation of diffusion

type. It was described by Sage and ChauilhUI'i (1967)in a discussion on
gradient and quasilinear computational techniques and they showed the
feasibility of using the quasi1inear method with starting values from a
gradient calculation.

Only brief numerical results were presented.

The

problem solved here has a different initial condition from that of Sage
and Chaudhuri •
The necessary conditions consist of (4.1.1) to (4.1.3) together with
a 2,.
aA
(4.1.4)
+ JU2,. - U
x e; (O,l!.)
- =at
,"x 2
aA
3X
(x, t) = °

A(x,T)

=0

x .= O,R.

(4.1.5)

x

(4.1.6)

e;

(O,l!.)

and the optima1ity condition that Fd must minimise

(t Fd 2 + AFd).i.e.
(4.1.7)

4.1.1 First Order Gradient Methods
Fixed step, steepest descent (type 11) and conjugate gradient methods
are applied as described in Chapter 3. Control changes for the first
two methods are in the direction - (F + A) and the inner product used
d
in the conjugate gradient correction is defined by
CONT/D ......

-

.---
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Cont/d •.••••

(gi,gi)

1

=

o

fT (A(X,t) + Fd (x,t»2dxdt.
0

Equations (4.1.1) to (4.1.3) are solved forward in time and (4.1.4) to
(4.1.6) backward before the control correction is evaluated.
4.1.2 Second Order Gradient Method
In addition to equations (4.1.1) to (4.1.6) the second order equations
are:

6U - aU
t

.

xx

+ 3U 20U -

ofd

(4.1.8)

= 0

6A t + 6A xx - 3U 26A + (1 - 6AU)OU

=C

x

£

(O,t)

(4.1.9)
(4.1.10)

= 0

with boundary conditions

and initial conditions

aUx

=0

6A

.. 0

x

W(x,O)
6A(X,T)

1
J =
x

(4.1.11)
O,~

(4.1.12)
(4.1.13)

= O} x e: (O,t)
= 0

(4.1.14)

Assuming aA(X,t) .. M(x,t) + K(x,t)6U(x,t), as described in section 2.9
allows separation of (4.1.9) into the two equations
K + K - 6U2K - KZ + (1 - 6AU)
t
xx
.. 0
.. 0
M + M - M(3U2+ K) - K(Fd+A)

xx

t

with
and

3K

..

3x

I

~ .. 0
ax

K(x,T) .. M(x,T) .. 0

(4.1.15)

x e: (O,R.)

(4.1.16)

x = O,R.

(4.1.17)

x e:

(4.1.18)

(O,R.)

In terms of K and M equation (4.1.8) becomes
6U - 6U
t

XX

+ aU(3U2+K) + M+A+F = 0
d

If the more general asst'.mption
is made the K,M equations are

OA(x,t)=M(x,t) +

(4.1.19)

f K(x,x',t)6U(x',t)dx'dt
0'

Kt + K +K , , - 3K[U2(x,t)+U2(x',t)]+6(x'-x)(1-6AU) xx xx
K(x,x",t)K(x",x',t)dx" = 0

J

il"

M + M -3U 2M xx
t

f K(x,x',t)(A(x',t)+Fd(x',t)+M(x',t»dx'
0'

(4.1.20)

&

0

(4.1.21)
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with boundary conditions K (x,x',t) -0
x

x'e(O,t),x-O,£

Kx '(x ' x' , t) • 0 x'=O,£, x e(O,£)
M (x, t) = 0

x

x - 0, £

and initial conditions M(x,T) = K(x,x',T) = 0 x,x' e(O,t)
Note that these two sets of equations in K and M must be equivalent.
4.1.3 Quasi1inearisation Method
Elimination of Fd from (4.1.1) and (4.1.4) by means of (4.1.7) and
1inearisation of.!esu1ting equations gives
Ut

= Uxx

-2

_3

- 3U U - X + 2U

(4.1.22)
(4.1.23)

where U, X are the state and adjoint values about which linearisation
is applied.
Assuming that X(x,t) = M(x,t) + K(x,t)U(x,t), similar to the second
order method except that here it is the state and adjoints whieh have
been related, not their increments, it ispossible to derive equations
for K and H:
(4.1.24)
(4.1.25)
with boundary conditions K (x,t) ~ H (x,t)
x
x
H(x,T) - K(x,T) D 0

x • 0,£

(4.1.26)

x dO,£)

(4.1.27)

The state equation (4.122) becomes
_2

_3

Ut = Uxx - (3U + K)U - M+2U

(4.1.28)

If the more general form is assumed, X(x,t) = H(x,t) +

J K(x,x',t)U(x',t)dx"

then the equation for K is identical to second

n'
order equation (4.1.20) and H satisfies
_2

_2

Ht + Hxx - 3U H + 6U X +

JK(x,x',t)(2U(x,'t)2_M(x',t»dx'
-

n'

which only differs from (4.1.21) by inhomogeneous terms.

0 (4.1.29)
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4.1.4

Trajectory Approximation
To reduce the partial differential equation (4.1.1) to ordinary

differential form a complete set of spacially dependent functions is
needed. These functions must satisfy the boundary conditions of the
n1TX .:-.1. = 0 , 1 ••• }'1S Chosen, t h'1S b'
probl em. Th e set { cos ---;e1ng an
obvious choice as the functions are eigenfunctions of the spacial
operator

32

ax 2

and satisfy the boundary conditions U

(.)

x

-.
N

State is represented as U(x,t)

~

=L

•
11TX
T.(t)C0s-r-

i=o

= O,R..

(4.1.31)

1

where truncation has been made at the (N+l)st term.
1

for x

(4.1.30)

i=O 1
i1TX
='lN \l.(t) cos -9.-

and control

T.

= 0

Initial values of

are determined by expanding the distributed initial condition as a

cosine series and equating coefficients. A second complete set of
functions is required to orthogonalise the residual of the partial
differential equation and in this problem the same set (cos n~x ,i=O,l •• )
is chosen for convenience of calculation.
has the form

The resulting set of equations
(4.1.32)

where .!.' .!! are the (N+l)-vectors of state and control- respectively and

£<!) contains the non-linear parts of the equations.

r

The performance index is reduced to
J ..

(4.1.33)

<!:p.!. + .!!.TQl!)dt

o

where P

= Q = R./ 2
0

0

R./ 4 •
R./4
•

(N+1) diagonal matrices

9./ 4

By adjoining the new state equation (4.1.32) to (4.1.33) using an (N+l)
vector adjoint it is possible to derive necessary conditions for a
minimum of the new lumped problem and develop a first order gradient
method for solution.
is A - (A+B) T~ - 2P.!. .. 0
and the gradient direction is (2% -~)
a~
where B ..
The adjoint equation

(4.1.34)
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In the computation values of 2, 3 and 4 have been chosen for N.
example of the method, the coefficients for case N m 2 are:

As an

A=

.a<.!.)

=

, o 3+1.5,
('1 2+'22) + 0.75'1 2'2
, 0

)

3, '1(' +, ) + 0.75'1 3+ 1.5'11:22
o

0

l!

3, 2'2 '+ 1.5'1 2 (, +'2) + 0.75'2 3
o
0

1:1 (1: +t2)
o

4.1.5 Direct Search
Control for Problem I is distributed and to obtain a realistic
representation would involve a large number of control regions even were
these greater in size than the individual mesh areas of the finite difference
method. For instance, assuming the standard finite difference mesh of
(20 x 10) intervals used in the other methods, were the control values
considered constant over every four mesh areas this would still involve
fifty different control regions.
As well as this it would be necessary to select a set of discrete
values from the unbounded control set on which the direct search could
be made.
These two factors would produce a formidable number of possible controls
and no attempt has been made to implement the direct search method for this
problem.
4.1.6

Results for Problem I

Numerical calculations for the partial differential equations of Problem
I are performed

using the implicit method of Crank and Niaholeon

(Dougtas(1961))with a half-step predictor equation for estimating nonlinear terms if present. This applies to calculation of all distributed
variables with the exception of the more general ones of second order and
quasilinearisation cases)when determination of term K(x,x',t) requires an
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alternating direction method (Dougl-as (op.cit)). See Appendix 2 for details.
The trajectory approximation approach gives ordinary differential equations
which are solved by the 4th orderRunge-Kutta method (National- Physical Lab.) •.
The standard mesh imposed on domain of definition [O,t] x [0, T] is
(20 x 10) mesh intervals, with t=4 and T=l. The convergence criterion
_4
has standard value 0= 0.1 x 10 ,i.e. performance index J is assumed to be
minimised if (J. 1 - J,) < O. For the fixed step gradient and trajectory
1.-

1.

approximation methods the correction factor is

E

= 0.5

the value used initially by the steepest descent and

and this is also

co~ugate

gradient

methods.These latter methods proceed to find the minimum in the linear
search by progressively halving or doubling the control corrections.
Any variation from the standard paramJters is pointed out in the
'Other Details' column of the results tables.
The assumed initial state is U(x,O) = U (x) ;:: - cos
o

eT

(21fX)

Table 1 shows results for Problem I by the three gradient methods.

The

optimal cost values agree closely even when the mesh is refined as in
case 5 but the actual number of iterations for convergence depends on
the starting value assumed for control. Even though the number of
iterations may be higher for the fixed step method calculational times
are roughly equivalent because of the extra work required by steepest descent
and conjugate gradient in finding the minimum for each iteration.
Conjugate gradients seem to offer no advantage over steepest descent and
take slightly more computer time.
Results for second order gradient, quasilinear and trajectory
approximation methods are given in Table 2. The second order and
quasilinear algorithms are applied using both the reduced and general
forms for OA(X,t) (or A(X,t» in terms of K and M, not in the hope of
showing one method superior to the other, which should not be the case
as they must be equivalent, but to compare calculation times.
Results for the reduced and general second order methods are almost
identical and very close to the first order values, but the quasilinear
results differ considerably. The reduced method (cases 15 and 16) gives
a poor estimate but the general approach is quite close to values predicted
by the other methods.

Possible reasons for this discrepancy are

examined in the discussion of results for Problem I. The major effect of
using a general method is to increase computer time, that for case 13
being approximately 53 seconds per iteration as compared with 3 seconds
per iteration for the renuced cases 11 and lZ.

Table 1:
Case No.

1

Type

Initial Control

Optimal Cost

No. of iterations
for convergence.

Calculation
time (Secs)

Fixed l'tep gradient
Fixed step gradient
:::'ixed step gradient

1.0
0.0

0.1719

9

0.1719

6

1.0

0.1719

24

1.0
1.0

0.1719

7

0.1712

9

5.0
1.0

0.1719
0.1719

7

7

Fixed step gradient
Fixed step gradient
Fixed step gradient
Steepest descent

4

11

8

Steepest descent

0.0

0.1719

3

8

Conjugate gradient

1.0

0.1719

4

13

Conjugate gradient

0.0

0.1719

3

11

2
3
4
5
6

9
10

I

Results for First Order Gradient Methods
Other
details.

10
cS

chosen as 10- 11

e: chosen as 1.0
(40 x 20)mesh intervals

---

Table

Results for Second Order, Quasilinear and Trajectory Approximation
Methods.

~

-

_ _ c.

I~ase

11

12
13
14
1!
16
17
I 18
19
120
I

I

I

21
22
23
24

No.

Type

,

. Initial condition Optimal cost No. of iterations Calculation time
for convergence
(secs)

Second order(reduced)

"
Second order (general)

I

i

Fd= 1.0
Fd= 5.0

0.1720
0.1720

4
4

11

0.1720

3

158

Fd= 5.0
U=U0' "=0

0.1720
0.1922

4

U=" = 1.0
as case 15
as case 16

0.1922
0.1708
0.1708

6
4
5

= 1.0
11 = 0.0
11 = 1.0
11 = 0.0
11 = 1.0

0.1711

14

0.1711
0.1711
0.1711

3
3

0.1711

14

= 0.0

0.1711

I Fd= 1.0

"

Quasilinear{reduced)

"
i Quasilinear{genera1)
"
Tra.Approx.{3variab1es)

11

"
Tra.Approx.{4variab1es)
n

Tra.Approx.(5variab1es)

"

11
!

1

12

4
I

I

200

14

--

3

13

I

5

J
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Quasilinear cases 15 and 16 have not been timed as they do not give
good results but iteration time will be approximately that of the
second order reduced method.

Hence there is a corresponding increase

in computing time on going tO,the general method for quasilinearisation.
The trajectory approximation cases for three, four and five
variables are dependent only on the starting values for lumped control

~(t).

This is because of the initial condition U(x,O) • -

cos(2~X

which is transformed to (T2(O)--1,T.(O)-O for i ~ 2) and only the
1

)
'

T2(t)'~2(t)

terms are non-zero, the whole system behaviour reducing to that
of the second harmonic term when the partial differential equation is
reduced to the set of ordinary equations. In cases 19 to 24 ten mesh
intervals are taken in the time domain, the same discretisation as that
applied to the partial differential time variable, but it should be
mentioned that doubling the number of mesh intervals produces very little
change in the results. Approximate running times may be estimated for
the three and four variable cases by assuming that the amount of
calculation is proportional to the number of variables.
Rates of convergence for a selection of cases are given in Table 3.
Cases 1 and 23 exhibit the slow final convergence of the fixed step gradient
method.

Hence for a poor initial control guess a large number of iterations

may be needed. The quasi linear case 16 has no initial cost evaluated as
this would depend solely on the unrelated assumed initial guesses. Steepest
descent, conjugate gradient and second order methods all seem to give
rapid convergence as does the quasi linear method but this converges to
a considerably different value.
Apart from the quasilinear cases 15 and 16 all the other twenty two
runs give state and control values which are in close agreement. In
particular,all first and second order results are identical up to the fourth
decimal place except case 5 which agrees up to the third decimal place.
The control variable is more sensitive than state and the largest
discrepancies occur in control values at the initial time, this because
solution of the adjoint equation is in backwards time from t = 1 and so
errors mount up progressively. Figure 1 shows plots of control at t • 0
for cases 1 and 18. Case 1 is representative of all the gradient results
and trajectory approximation values differ from these by a maximum of 2.5%
so are not shown.

General quasilinear case 18 gives a largest discrepancy

of approximately 15% (note that cases 15 and 16 are not considered).

Convergence Rates for Problem I

Table 3
Iteration
NUllber

Performance Index
11
9

7

1

-

6.7018

0

2.6696

2.6696

2.6696

2.6694

1

0.5729

0.1836

0.1836

0.2081

4.1332

2

0.2282

0.1720

0.1719

0.1720

0.1951

1.5330

3

0.1806

0.1719

0.1719

0.1720

0.1928

0.5164

4

0.1734

0.1719

0.1719

0.1720

0.1922

0.2542

5

0.1722

0.1922

0.1917

{

0.1719

0.1922

0.1767

,

0.1719

0.1728

{

0.1719

0.1717

9

0.1719

0.1713

I

4.8297

10

0.1713

11

0.1711

12

0.1711

'13

0.1711
0.1711

]4
..

--23

16

-<-~-,--~
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Further results are derived for Problem I assuming a non-symmetrical
initial condition:
U(x,O) z - cos
U(x,O) = + 1.0

tr~)
~

X

€

(0,2)

x

€

(2,4)

This condition gives a better test of the trajectory approximation
technique becaase all the T.(t) variables have non-zero initial values.
1

Table 4 describes the different cases and their results.
denoted as Problem I * •

The problem is

As before, agreement in performance index is very good between
first and second order gradient methods, and much the same convergence
behaviour is noticed for these cases. The two quasilinear results both
differ from the gradient values, one being greater and the other less than
it, both by roughly the same amount. The biggest discrepancy is given by the
three-variable trajectory approximation case but this is reduced by
approximately a factor of four if four variables are considered.

No

further improvement is gained by considering five variables.
Close agreement in cost does not necessarily imply the same closeness
in state and control and this can be seen in Figure 2. The first and
second order gradient methods do agree closely (i.e. up to the third
decimal place) but predicted controls for the general quasi linear and three
trajectory approximation cases exhibit a range of discrepancies from the
gradient results. Results for reduced quasilinear case 30 differ
markedly from all the other runs and have not been plotted.

Problem I *

Table 4.

Initial
\;ondi dons

Optimal No. of iterations
Cost
for convergence.

Fixed step gradient

Fd = 1.0

0.5533

9

26

Steepest descent

Fd = 1.0

0.5533

4

27

Conjugate gradient

Fd = 1.0

0.5533

4

28

Second order (reduced)

F

= 1.0

0.5534

3

29

Second order (general)

F
d

=

1.0

0.5534

3

30

Quasilinear (reduced)

U= A =

1.0

0.5583

5

31

Quasilinear (general)

U = A =

1.0

0.5495

5

32

Trajectory Approx. (3variables) II = 1.0

0.5408

13

33

Trajectory Approx. (4variables) II = 1.0

0.5500

13

34

Trajectory Approx. (Evariables) II

= 1.0

0.5500

12

CESe
Nt:mber

Type

25

d

I
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Summary of Results for Problems 1 and I *
All the methods, save possibly the reduced quasilinear case, give
good agreement on predicted optimum cost and system state and control. The
main differences lie in calculation time and difficulty of programming.
The fixed step gradient method requires more iterations than the other two
first order methods but computing times are comparable because the algorithm
does not involve a linear search. The search order gradient method of
reduced type requires approximately the same time as first order methods
whilst the more general case requires considerably longer.

Trajectory

approximation gives good results, particularly, in the case of as symmetrical
Problem I*, if four or five variables are used. Computer time in some
instances is very short but may also be of the same order as the gradient
methods, depending on the starting values. The general quasi1inear method
also gives good answers but demonstrates the large working time required
by this algorithm.
Results produced by the reduced quasi linear method should agree with
those of the general algorithm as the two processes are theoretically
equivalent, but in fact considerable differences in c~st and, control are
noticed.

In order to ascertain if the reduced method has converged to

a non-global minimum the fixed step gradient method has been applied to
Problem I with the converged control from case 15 taken as a starting
guess, and it is found that the previously predicted minimum of the
gradient method is again produced. Similarly, the reduced quasilinear
algorithm, started with the optimal state and adjoint values from case 1,
reaches the same converged result as case 15, these two runs disproving the
existence of a secondary minimum. Further, investigations with a linear
system similar tG,that of Problem I except that the state equation is
without a U(x,t)3 term has shown that the analytical solution agrees with
that predicted by the gradient method, but the reduced quasilinear algorithm
still generates a result at variance with the true one. This indicates
that the linearising process is not causing the discrepancy between the
two methods. One difference between the quasilinear algorithm and each
of the gradient algorithms is that the former method does not actually
solve the non-linear state equation (4.1.1), only a 1inearised form (4.1.28).
If this is causing the discrepancy then it must also be true that the
general quasilinear method, whilst theoretically equivalent to the reduced one,
is not numerically equivalent to it, because of approximations made in the
finite difference process. It is not possible to state definitely that this is
the reason for failure and consequently results from the reduced algorithm
must be treated with suspicion.
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The first order, second order and quasilinear al~o ithmsall have
W<. ~-!1>N.Rsimilar types of equations to solve but involve two,
ee aaa fipe
equations respectively. For both the general quasilinear and second
order methods one of these equations is expressed in terms of an extra
spacial variable with the result that programming is complex/and long'
computing timasare experienced. Trajectory approximation methods become
increasingly complex with higher numbers of variables because of the
difficult non-linear form of the lumped equations. The non-linear partial
equation is very easy to implement, by contrast.
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4.2 Problem !I
A first order hyperb()1'ic system with boundary control.

.at
aU

The system equation is
X £

au
+ v(e) ax

a

-

h exp(a + aU(x,t»

(4.2.1)

(O,t)

where v(t),h,a and e are known.
With boundary conditions U(O,t)
and initial condition
U(x,O)

(4.2.2)
(4.2.3)

x e(O,l)

Performance index to be maximised is

ff
~

J =

o

T

-

f

T

exp (a + SU)dxdt -

R(Fb(t»dt

~

0

o
~utkov8kii(1969)

This system, described by

but not actually solved by

him, represents reaction in a chemical process, with U(x,t) the
temperature of reactant moving through a reaction vessel with speed
v(t). Input temperature is the control
Under the influence of a
catalyst, conversion takes place at a rate exp(a + eU), i.e. is dependent
on the temperature, and (4.2.1) represents the heat balance equation.
The left hand side describes the rate of change of temperature and this
is proportional to the rate of conversion. The problem requirement is
to maximise the tota!

conversion over the time of the process paying

regard to the cost of control, this latter being represented by the
second term of J.
R(F ) is an increasing function of Fb •
b
The control is limited to a certain closed set 0 ~ Fb(b) ~ 1 and
system constants have been chosen as
R,

= 1,

T
a

a = 1.0,
h .. 0.1
v(t) = 1.0
U (x) .. 0.0
0

and R(Fb(t»

= kFb2 (t)

=1
= 0.1
t e [0.1]
x e (0,1)
with k

= 0.1

The necessary conditions for a maximum of J are (4.2.1) with its
associated conditions plus adjoint equations
4).
at

4}.
+ v ax

- e(l + hA) exp (a + eu)
). (R., t)

- 0

).(x,T)

= 0

=0

".
X

e (O,R,)

(4.2.4)
(4.2.5)

X £

(O,R.)

(4.2.6)

and the conditions of optimality is Fb(t) must maximise
-{k Fb 2 + )'(O,t) vF ). For control values away from the bounds this gives
b
2kF (t) + ).(O,t)v(t) = 0
(4.2.7)
b
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.tI>

As problem 11 possess/bpunds on the control variable, in order to
implement second order and quasi linear methods it is necessary in these
cases to transform the problem to unconstrained form.
An interior penalty function of the form

1

is considered.

Hence to J is added (-r )
i

IT

dt

o

where r.1

>

0 is a weighting function which will be progressively decreased

in order to obtain a sequence of unconstrained problems which converge
to the
constrained one. The control determined by the ith problem
is used as starting guess for the (i+l)st problem.
4.2.1

First order gradient methods
Fixed step, steepest ascent (type 11) and conjugate gradient methods

are applied with truncation of control at the boundary values.
product for conjugate gradient is defined by
T
(gi' gi) =
(2kFb (t) + A(O,t)v(t»2dt.

The inner

I
o

and the method describes in section 3.4.1.1, Chapter 3, is implemented
to take account of constraint difficulties.
The fixed step method is also applied to the transformed problem and
in this case the state and adjoint equations are unchanged but control
correction becomes

In this case if the corrected value lies outside the permissible region
£

is reduced to

[0,1] .

£/2, the process being repeated until Fb lies in set
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4.2.2 Second Order gradient method
In addition to equations (4.2.1) to (4.2.6) the 1inearised state
and adjoint equations are
oU + voU +
t
x
with

~hexp(a

control conditions oU(x,O)
oXt + voXx with

+

oU

~U)

0

(4.2.8)

= 0

(4.2.9)

Sexp(a+~U)(hoX

oX(x,T)

z

= oX(~,t)

+ S(l+Xh) oU)

=0

(4.2.10)
(4.2.11)

- 0

The control correction must satisfy
oFb(t)

= A(t)

A(t) =

where

+ B(t)oX(O,t)

-(vX(O,t) + 2kFb) +
1

2(k + r i ( Fb 3 +

ri{~

(4.2.12)
- (11_ Fb)2] (4.2.13)

1

(l-F ) 3»,
b

- vet)

B(t) =

(4.2.14)

The boundary condition for (4.2.8) is
(4.2.15)
Transforming oX(x,t) using oX(x,t)

z

M(x,t) + K(x,t)oU(x,t) produces

= 0
Kt + vKx - exp (a + SU) [2hS[{ + S2(1 + Xh)'"
:J

(4.2.16)

Mt + vM - hSexp(a + SU)M
x

(4.2.17)

= 0

(4.2.18)

with [{(x,T). M(x,T) = 0
K(~,t)

•

M(~,t)

(4.2.19)

= 0

and the boundary condition for OU becomes
(A(t) + B(t)M(O.t»
oU(O,t) •

(4.2.20)

(1 - B(t)K(O.t»

If the corrected control lies outside the constraint set then the value
of oFb is successively reduced by one-half until Fb satisfies the control
inequality.
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4.2.3

Quasilinearisation method.
Linearising the necessary conditions about values U,A and assuming

h(X,t)

=

M(x,t) + K(x,t)U(x,t) gives

Kt + vKx - 2KC - D =

°

(4.2.21)

°
°

M + vMx - MC - E - G =
t
U + vU + UC + G
=
t

x

(4.2.22)
(4.2.23)

-

where

ha exp(a·+ SU)
D = 2 (1 + h~)exp(~SU)
E - S(l-SU(l+hA»exp(a+Sii)
G - h(l-SU)exp(a+SU)
C

n

e

(4.2.24)

with initial and boundary conditions on K and M given by (4.2.18) and
(4.2.19).
The boundary condition on U becomes
A(t) + B(t)M(O,t) )
U~Q.t) = ( 1 - B(t)K(O,t)

where

A(t)

-

ri( !b

(1 - 3Fb)
(1 - b) 3

2

r

2{k + r.

l.

(4.2.25)

}

(4.2.26)

(1-Fb- 3+ (~-Fb) 3 J]

and B'(t) is as in (4.2.14) with Fb evaluated at Fb
If predicted values of

~'bi (tr lie"'~uiside the constraint set then it is

necessary to reduce oFb (t) =. (Fbi - Fbi-I) and re-solve the linearised
state and adjoint equations to determine
the values
of U.1. and A.1....
.
corresponding to the corrected Fbi'

--
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4.2.4 Trajectory approximation
In the case of Problem 11 trajectory approximation by the method
described in section 2.10 is not possible because of the exponential
term occurring in the right hand side of (4.2.1). Even after a state
approximation is truncated, reduction of the partial differential equation
to a system of ordinary equations by weighting and integrating involves
evaluating an infinite number of terms generated by expansion of the
exponential term.
4.2.5 Direct search
The direct search method is easily implemented in this problem as
control is only dependent on the time variable. It is only necessary to
solve equation (4.2.1) searching on the performance index
J =

f~IT

exp(a + 8U)dxdt -

o 0
4.2.6 Results for Problem 11

ITkFb 2 (t)dt.
0

All the state and adjoint equations are of nonlinear first order
hyperbolic form. In each finite difference operation a predictor is
determined for the value of· the variable at the mesh square centre and
than an explicit method is used to advance the solution, the predictor
being used to estimate the non-linear terms. Details are given in
Appendix 2.
For the domain of definition[O,~1 x [O,T] with ~=T=l.O a standard
division of (20 x 20) mesh intervals is used. Convergence criterion to
-~
be satisfied by successive iterates is J.1 - J.1-1 < 6 where 0 = O.lxlO
except in the direct search where optima1ity is assumed when two successive
control distributions are identical. Control correction factor used in
fixed step gradient runs is £ = 0.5, and this is also the initial value
in the steepest descent and conjugate gradient methods.

Table 5 Problem 11: Results for first order gradient methods

Case
No.

Type

I,Control
Initial

Optimal
Cost

I

No. of iterations
for convergence.

Calculation
time (secs)

1

Fixed step gradient

0.0

2.7648

19

2

Fixed step gradient
Fixed step gradient

0.5

2.7645

1.0

2.7640

12
40

Fixed step gradient
Steepest ascent

0.0

2.7611

21

0.0

2.7642

3

23

Steepest ascent

0.5

2.7645

2

15

7

Steepest ascent

1.0

2.7642

3

19

8

Conjugate gradient

0.0

2.7642

4

29

0.5

2.7645

1.0

2.7642

2
3

19

3
4

5
6

.

9

IConjugate gradient

10

Conjugate gradient

I

Other details
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(40 x 40)mesh intervals
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As shown by Table 5 steepest ascent and conjUgate gradient methods
give particularly close agreement in optimal cost but the latter produces
slightly longer running times.

The number of iterations for fixed

step gradient varies considelably, depending on the control starting
guess, with case 3 taking more than three times as many iterations as
case 2.

Halving the mesh size produces only a small change in J so it is

assumed that (20 x 20) mesh intervals gives an adequate representation.
Table 6 gives results for first and second order and quasilinear
algorithms, all for the modified problem with added penalty term.

The

number of 'sweeps' referred to is the number of unconstrained problems
solved in order to get a sequence converging to the constrained problem.
rl = 0.1 and ri+l = ri/lOo The sequence is assumed converged if
J(r.) - J(r. 1) < 01 where J(r.) is the optimal solution for the ith
l.
11_3
unconstrained problem. (01 = 0.1 x 10 )
The second order gradient and quasilinear methods use the simple
relationship to relate incremented (linearised) adjoint and state in
the solution of the linear two-point boundary-value problem rather than
the general expression and so no extra spacial variable is introduced.
Agreement with the cost results of cases 1 to 10 is good for the gradient
cases but quasilinear results differ somewhat. Use of the penalty function
greatly increases computational time by comparison with the control'
truncation methods.
Results

f~r

direct search calculations are shown in Table 7 for

6,11 and 16 discretisation values of control set [0,1]. The answers
are identical for cases having the same number of possible control values
and the number of iterations depends only on the starting guess.

Good

results are generated but even the few iterations required are very
expensive in terms of computer time.
·Convergence rates for Problem 11 as calculated in cases 1 to 10
are not displayed because firstly, the steepest ascent and conjugate
gradient cases are both very similar and very rapid, and secondly, the
fixed step gradient results depend largely on the guessed control and
converge steadily and slowly.

Resplts are given in Table 8 for interior

penalty cases 12, 14 and 16, the values shown being real and penalty
function costs at the end of each sweep.

Table 6.
Case
No.

Problem 11: Results for Penalty Methods.
Optimal
Cost

Initial
Conditions

Type

No.of iterations No.of
sweeps
for convergence

Ca1e.
time
(secs)

11

First order gradient with penalty

Fb .. 0;95

2.7643

39

7

138

12

First order gradient with penalty

Fb = O.S

2.7643

33

7

107

13

Second order gradient with penalty Fb = 0.95

2.7644

28

7

14

Second order gradient with penalty Fb = 0.5

2.7644

21

7

15

Quasi1inearisation with penalty
Cuasilinearisation with penalty

2.7614

25

7

2.7614

20

7

1f

Fb=U=A=0.95
F =U=)'=0.5
b

Table 7. Problem 11: Direct Search Results.
Case
No. of control values
Initial control
No.
17
18

6
6

0.0

19
20

11

21

22

11

16
16

Optimal cost.

No.of iterations
for convergence.

2.7645
2.7645

2

0.0
1.0

2.7647

3

2.7647

2

0.0

2.7647
2.7647

3

1.0

1.0

Calculation
time (secs)

3

2

132
245
330

161

214

.

Table 8'

.

Problem 11'
-

Sweep
No. i

ri1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

10-1
.10- 2
10- 3
10-4
10-5
10-6
10- 7

Convergence of Penalty Methods
Second order gradient(Case 14)

First order gradient(Case 12)
Real
cost

Penalty
cost

No. iterations
in sweep

Real
cost

Penalty . No. of iterations
cost
in sweep

Quasi1inear (Case 16)
Penalty No. of iters •
Real
cost
cost
in sweep.

¥

2.7444
2.754.5
2.761P
2.7636
2.7642
2.7643
2.7643

4.Cl8
4.454
7.(47
13.£ 14
34.165
63.!84
157.085
Total

9
5
7
4
4
2
2
33

2.7443
2.7556
2.7623
2.7623
2.7641
2.7644
2.7644

4.016
. 4.583
. 7.819
17.111
25.594
t65.522
113.801
Total

2
5
6
2
2
.2

2
21

4;071
2.7471
5.398
2.7576
11.032
2.7611
2.7611 16.259
40.337
2.7614
2.7613
69.992
2.7614 188.224
Total

4
6
2
2
2
2
2
20
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The total cost actually maximised is the sum of real cost plus r. times
1

the penalty cost.

It should be pointed out that for each of the three

methods of solving the transformed problem the effect of different
starting conditions is completely removed by the end of the first sweep
and results from then on are practically identical for the particular
method.

Thus the different numbers of iterations for convergence are

caused solely by the number of iterations required to solve the first
unconstrained problem. In the last three or four sweeps little change in
system performance index is achieved but the control shape is improved and
values closer to the constraint are progressively adopted, as shown by
the increase in penalty cost,
A range of calculated optimal control profiles is shown in Figures
3 and 4 and it can be seen that although predictions of optimal cost
values are close there is quite a wide range of optimal control variations.
All the penalty function methods hold the control to within approximately
0.3% of the upper bound value from t = 0 to t = 0.2 after which the results
differ somewhat. The first order penalty and fixed step gradient methods
agree quite closely as do the steepest ascent and conjugate gradient
methods for the cases shown but it should be pointed out that this is
not necessarily true for other cases of the same types. Quasilinearisation
predicts control values somewhat higher than all the others, over the
unconstrained region.
Summary of results for Problem 11
All the methods applied to Problem 11 give close estimates of optimal
cost with the possible exception of the quasi1inear case.

However,

predicted optimal control shapes vary widely depending on the type of
method used for solution and sometimes on the initial guess assumed.
Penalty methods seem to be free from this last variation but it applies
in the case of first order gradient methods with control tr~~tion. This
range of predicted control shapes must indicate that the problem is
relatively insensitive to the actual control values, this being further
demonstrated by the fact that even the direct search method with what is
obviously an approximated and discretised control form gives good cost
values.
Computing time is generally least for the steepest descent method, with
conjugate gradient slightly longer but giving very similar results.
Fixed step gradient methods depend very much on the starting control as
to how many iterations are required and this means that large variations
in run times are given. Case 2 for instance though not timed must take
much less than case 3 where the number of iterations are 12 and 40
respectively. Use of the penalty transformation considerably increases
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running times.

First order methods though requiring more iterations are

still shorter than second order and quasilinear methods.

This is

because fewer equations are required and less reduction

of control

cor-rection size takes place. (In the iterative process it is
necessary to reduce the control correction not only if the predicted control
violates"the constraints but also if the new cost is not an improvement
on the old value.

As an example cases 12, 14 and

~espectively

require

27 •.. 51 and 95 of these overshoot corrections and ~eareh time it is
necessary to re-solve the state equation to determine the new cost value).
Direct search methods are simple to implement but require a considerable
amount of computing even when a crude control approximation is assumed.
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4.3

Problem III

A first order hyperbolic system with domain control
The system equation is au ( t )
(
au
at x,
+ U x,t) ax (x,t) + U(x,t)

~

Fd(t)

x £(O,R.) (4.3.1)

with boundary condition

U(O, t) = 1.0

and initial condition

U(x,O) = 1.0

(4.3.2)
x e: (O,R.)

(4.3.3)

Domain control Fd(t) is independent of spacial position and is restricted
to the set
0.5

= F.
mln

~

Fd(t)

~

Fmax

~

5.0

Performance index to be minimised is J = f«Ud(t)-U(R.,t»2+kF/(t»dt
o

(4.3.4)

This index consists'of a term involving the deviation of final state
U(R.,t) from some desired final state Ud(t) plus a
of control.
Both the case k = 0.1 and case k

=0

t~rm

representing cost

are considered, this latter being

singular as Fd(t) then does not occur in J and appears only linearly in
the state equation. ThLs second case is denoted Problem 111*
Other constants are Ud(t)

= 1.5·.

The system is similar to that described by SeinfeZd and Lapidus (1968) for
the flow-through heating of a lamina in a furnace except that in this case
the spacial term affecting termperatufa change is U ~~ rather than a
more simple vet) ~~ with v the velocity of the sheet.
U(x,t) represents the temperature of the sheet

and Fd(t) the temperature

of the furnace, this latter being a function of time only.

(4.3.3).·

describes the initial temperature distribution of the laminar and (4.3.2)
the temperature of new material entering the furnace.

SeinfeZd and

LapidUs derived numerical results for their system. by both steepest
descent and direct search methods.
The necessary conditions for a minimum of J are state equation
(4.3.1) with its associated conditions plus adjoint equations
CONT/D •••
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a}.

at (x,t) + U(x,t)

a}.

dX (x,t) - }.(x,t) = 0

}'(t,t)U(t,t) = 2(Ud (t) - U(t,t»
}. (x, T)

= 0

(4.3.5)
(4.3.6)
(4.3.7)

together with the optimality condition that Fd(t) must minimise
(

t

}.(x, t)dx)

(4.3.8)

)

o

Note that the integral

term appears in (L,.3.8) because domain

control is independent of state, contrasting with the optimality condition
of Problem I where Fd depends on x and t.
For control values away from t~e bounds 2kF (t) =
d
o
(4.3.9)

In order to apply second order and quasi linear methods to Problem III
it is necessary to transform the hard constraints to soft constraints.

r

As in Problem 11 an interior penalty function is used, of form
Pi (F d)

= -ri

o

log sin f1l:(F d (t)-F m;on)] dt.
l Fmax - Fmin

The new performance index is thus J + Pi(F )
d
The integrand of Pi is ~ 0 and tends to - ~ as Fd tends to either Fmin
or Fmax • Merriam (1964 ) uses a penalty function of this type
to implement the second variation method for a problem with control
bounds.
A decreasing sequence of r.

1

>

0 is chosen and the successive

unconstrained problems are solved, converging to the solution of the
constrained problem. Control determined for the ith problem is used
as the starting guess for the (i+l)st problem.
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4.3.1

First Order Gradient Methods
Fixed step, steepest descent (type 11) and conjugate gradient

methods are applied to Problem Ill, with tru"cation of control at the
~

boundary values. The gradient direction is (ZkFd(t) - r:A(x,t)dX) and
the inner product used in the conjugate gradient calculXtion is

=

(gi,gi)

~

(2kF d (t) -

o

f1A (X,t)dX)2 dt
.,

0

The fixed step method is also applied to the transformed problem and
in this case the control correction is
oFd(t)

= -

r.~
1

e(2kF d - ftA(X.t)dX

(F

o

cot!~
(Fd(t)-Fm1n
.
.
-F.)

max

m1n

(F

)1

-F.)

max

m1n

In the transformed problem, if the corrected control value lies outside
the control set then

is successively reduced by a factor of a half
d
until the contraint is satisfied.
4.3.2

oF

Second Order Gradient Methods
a.nd.

The second order method gives, together with state adjoint equations
(4.3.1),(4.3.5). the incremental equations:
OU

t

+ UoUx + (UX·+1)oU - oF

OAt + Uo;.

x

d

- 0;' + ;. oU
x

k

= 0

(4.3.10)

=0

(4.3.11)

0

(4.3.12)

with
(Uo;. + (2 + ;');'U)(t,t)

=0

o;'(x,T)
oU(x,O)

a

(4.3.13)

= oU(O,t) = 0

and the minimising oF

d

(4.3.14)
satisfies
o;'(x,t)dx

(4.3.15)

o

(4.3.16)

D(t)

=

~r.

1
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Transforming OA by means of OA(X,t) - M(x,t) + K(x,t)oU(x,t) gives

Mt + UMx - M +
with

~ (n

+

~

t

Kt + UKx - K(Ux+2)+A X +

JR.K(X.,t)dX'

M (~. ,t)dX'»)

=0

(4.3.18)

- 0

(4.3.191

1

M(x,T) = K(x,T) = 0

~~~::~U~R.~t) = -(2+)'(R.,t» J

(4.3.20)

Equation (4.3.10) is rewritten as oU + UoU +(U +l)oU t
X
x
(D + JR.(M(X',t)+K(X"t)OU(X',t»~') = 0

i

(4.3.21)

o

As in the case of first order gradient method with penalty function the
control correction is reduced if it produces values outside the constraint
region.
4.3.3 Quasi1inearisation Method.
Linearising the necessary conditions about U,A,Fd and assuming
A(X,t)
Kt +

ilKx -

=

M(x,t) + K(x,t)U(x,t) gives

~

K(Ux+2) + x + !C f.tK(x.,t)dX'

K(i

rM(X"t)d~'

=0

~) - U~x = 0

Mt + UMx -

M

+

where B(t)

=

rirr
{cot rr(Fd-Fmin) + rrFd
(F - F ) (·-F.....::..--F--)
(Fmax-Fmin)
max min
max min

f

+ U.Ux +

(4.3.22)
(4.3.23)

1

and C(t) is given by (4.3.16) above, evaluated at Fd(t)
with M(x,T) = K(x,T) =_0
and boundary conditions M(.t,t)~(.t,t).= 2Ud(t) _+ ~(R.,t)ii(.t,t)
K(.t,t)U(IO,t):~ -(2 + A(R.,t»

I

(4.3.24)

If predicted values of Fdi(t) are non-feasible then it is necessary to
reduce oFd = (Fd.-Fd.
1) and resolve both 1inearised state and adjoint
1
1.equations to determine the values of U.,A. which correspond to the new
1
1.
Fd 1..
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4.3.4 Trajectory Approximation
Equation (4.3.1) with boundary condition (4.3.2) imposed at x - 0
is reduce~ to a system of ordinary differential equations by assuming
U(x,t) •

~

• 0

R.(X)T.(t) where R.(x) • xi, and orthogonalising the system
~

~

~

equation~~esidual using the set of Chebyshev polynomials defined on

[0,1], terms of which are orthogonal with respect to (x-x 2)-! on this
interval.

These are the sets of trial and weighting functions used by

Lynn and Zahradnik (1970) to simplify a linear hyperbolic system but may
be applied just as well in the non-linear case.
of state and so does not need to be expanded.

Control is independent

The resulting set of equations has the form
where~

(4.3.25)
is an (N+l) vector, A a constant matrix and £ is non-linear in

terms of T. Performance index (4.3.4) is transformed to J
fT(kF 2 : U (t)2 + !T.g +
d
d
o
who<.

S•

2U 4

m"'"

~T.K~)dt

=
(4.3.26)

• ) wi'hg .. (N") .. "., , ..

K •

K an (N+l)X(N=l) matrix.
"-

Adjoining (4.3.25) to (4.3.26) if the usual way with adjoint vector l
gives
oJJ.T

i - (AT

a~) l - 2KT -

+

Q .. 0

with l(T) .. 0
and Fd(t) must minimise k:d 2 + IT.D(Fd)
,

Boundary conditions on

~

are determined from U(x,O) - 1.0

A fixed gradient method is used to solve the lumped problem, with
truncation of control at the constraint boundaries.
4.3.5 Direct Search
Although the control is of domain type it is independent of spacial
position so application of the direct search method is feasible for
Problem Ill. It is only necessary to solve state equation (4.3.1)
searching on the performance index (4.3.4).
J .. fT«Ud(t) - U(i,t»2 + kF 2 (t»dt.

d

o
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4.3.6 Results for Problem III
All the partial differential equations occurring in Problem, III
are of non-linear hyperbolic first order form and the finite difference
method used in Problem 11 is also employed here. A standard mesh of
(20 x 20) intervals is assumed unless otherwise stated. The convergence
criterion to be satisfied by successive iterates is
_5
J. 1 - J. < 0 where 0 = 10 • except in the direct search cases where
1-

1

optimality is assumed if two successive values are the same.
cerrection factor is £ = 0.5.
Results are given firstly for the case k

= 0.1

The control

which is non-singular.

Results from Table 9 agree closely on optimal cost.

Again the

conjugate gradient takes slightly longer whilst producing answers very
similar to those of steepest descent.

The'fixed stepmelhod shows large

variations in the number of iterations required,depending on the initial
value chosen for control.
Table 10 gives details for the modified problem with added penalty
term. rl

= 0.1

and r i +1 • ri/lO

[ *(Table 10) This running time for first order gradient method with
penalty is estimated from a similar run for Problem III * for which
k

= O.

See case 42 later.

t (Table 10) Case 18 is identical to case 15 except that an extra
term is ignored in the second order formulation of the problem. This
second order term is of differential type and comes into the category
discussed in Chapter 2 Section, 2.7.

where it was pointed out that to

guarantee an improvement in cost at each iteration it is necessary te>
have only algebraic seconds order terms.

In fact the results for cases 15

and 18 are very close, so including the extra term makes little difference
to this problem.]
The second order and quasilinear methods give results for cost index
and system variables which are virtually independent of starting conditions
and depend only on the method used. Agreement with first order gradient
cost values is good but calculational time is considerably longer
because of the increased number of equations to be solved (five
"for the second order case, with the extra ones of more complicated
form) and also the 'overshoot' ,control correction necessary if too large
a change is control is made and cost is not improved.

Table 9:

Problem llI(k=O.l): Results for First Order Cradient Hethods.
--,.

Case
No.

Type

Initial
~

Optimal
Cost

No. of iterations
for convergence.

COItJ1'~oL .

1

Fixed step [ radient

0.5

2

Fixed ltep ! radient
Fixed 3tep ! radient

3

4

5
6

I

7
8

9
10

Calculations
time(secs)

Other
details.

11

,

5.0
3.0

0.2922
0.2921
0.2921

29

,

Steepelt de! cent
Steepe3t defcent
Steepest del cent
Conjugate gladient

0.5

0.2920

3

5.0
3.0

0.2916
0.2916

5
4

0.5

0.2921

3

Conjugate gladient
Conjugate g}'adient
Conjugate gradient

5.0
3.0

0.2921

5,

0.2915
0.2894

4

5.0

25

5

29

15
28
18
(20x50) mesh intervals.

Table 10:

I Case

I
,•

No.

!
•i
I,

,

I

I

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

Problem III(k-C.I):

Results for Penalty Methods

--Type

Initial
condition

F .. 3.0
First order grldient
d
F .. 1.0
First order grldient
d
First order grldient
Fd .. 3.0
First order gradient
Fd = 3.0
Second order gradielt
Fd ,. 3.0
Second order gradiert
Fd .. 1.0
Second order gradier t
Fd .. 4.5
Second order gradiert
Fd .. 3.0
F =3.0,TJsA u l.O
Quasilinear
d
..
F ,,4.5;U=>..1.0
Quasilineat
d

-.-

-/--

Optimal
Cost

No. of
iterations

0.2925
0.2925
0.2923
0.2910
0.2927
0.2927
0.2927
0.2927
0.2913

40
37
28
46
18
14
19

0.2913

No. of
sweeps.
5
6

Calculation
Time
52*

2
6
6
6
6

IB

6

32

6

35

6

other details

rl~lO

-4

(40x40)mesh intervals

358
t(see overleaf)

218

...

00
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There are 27 of these overshoots for case 17 but none for case 11.
It should be pointed out that in the second order runs the overshoots
most frequently occur at the last iteration of each sweep and it is
necessary to set a limit to their number, (10 is taken), which if
exceeded brings about the termination of the particular sweep. That this
occurs,particularly in the later sweeps,must indicate the method is giving
a good estimate of the optimum for each penalised problem which the algorithm
is unable to improve upon by re-iteratioll.
Table 11 s~ows results for trajectory approximations and direct search.
The former method uses the 4th order Runge-Kutta technique with 20 mesh
intervals in t'12 twe domain. The direct. seal'ch mesh is (20x20) intervals
with control. discretised in either, (i or 11 values uniformly in' [0.5,5.01
includiug the bounding values.
Direct search results are quite close to the previous values of tables
9 and 10 but computational time is long. It is not apparent that the
four-variable trajectory approximation is any better than the threevariable case so far as cost is concerned.

Control shapes are given

later. One unusual result is that of case 21 which converges in only
three iterations to a value very close to that of cases 22 and 23 which
each require over thirty iterations. However the control values differ
considerably. Direct search results are identical for cases having the
same number of discrete control values.
The optimal control distributions for some selected runs are given
in Figures 5 snd 6. One feature of the results shown is the rather
oscillatory behaviour of the predicted control for the gradient methods
when (20 x 20) mesh intervals are used. This is observed for both first
and second order methods. It is also noticeable that although predicted
optimal costs agree quite closely there is a considerable variation in
control shape. In the case of first order gradient and trajectory
approximation methods this depends on the initial control guess, a
feature already reported in Problems I and 11.

Conjugate gradient case

10 with (20 x 50) intervals gives a much smoother predicted control : '"o.:v'c
indicating that the (20 x 20) mesh interval representation is
inadequate for highly accurate solution of the system equations. Case 14
with (40 x 40) mesh intervals is also an improvement but is still not
entirely satisfactory. However, because the problem is relatively
insensitive to control shape consistent costs are produced •. The trajectory
approximation controls are much smoother, presumably because of the
higher accuracy of the Runge-Kutta process used in solution of

Problem III (k=O.l):

Table 11.

Results for Trajectory Approximation and Direct Search.
- ,---

Initial

Optimal

No. of

Time

Control

Cost

iterations.

(secs)

Case
No.

Type

21

Traj.approx.(3 variables)

0.5

0.2895

3

22
23
24

Traj.approx.(3 variables)
T::aj .aHrox. (3 variables)
~. :aj .alprox. (4 variables)

5.0
3.0

39

0.5

0.2894
0.2894
0.2887

25
26

'1' caj .al prox. (4

variables)

5.0

0.2886

38

'lraj .al prox. (4 variables)

3.0

0.2886

34

27
28

Direct search(6 control values)0.5
Direct search(6 control values)5.0

0.2961'.

5

0.2968

6

29

Direct search(ll control "
Direct seatch(U control"

)0.5

0.2906

5

)5.0

0.2906

4

30
,~

10

33
22
15
200*
381

Estimated fJom direct search case 50 for Problem 111* (k=O)
00

w
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the lumped system by comparison with the finite difference method
with half step predictor used in the case of partial differential
equations.

The two results shown in Figure 6 differ considerably in

shape.
Problem 111* with k

=0

is now discussed.

This is of singular

type, as discussed in Section 4.3. Again (20 x 20) mesh intervals
are used in solution of the partial differential equation.
For dirst order methods far more iterations are needed for
convergence in the case k

=

0 than were necessary for the non-singular

problem, a feature discussed by Johansen (1966) for lumped systems. It
is noticed in Table 12 that convergence rates for the conjugate gradient
method are quicker than for steepest descent and computing time is
considerably reduced.
Table 13 shows results for the problems with added penalty term
together with trajectory approximation details. For the former method
r i = 0.1, ri+l

= r i / 10

In case 46 the performance index is reduced from 1.003 to only
0.265 in 162 iterations. Iteration times for the three and four
variable trajectory approximation cases are approximately 0.24 and
0.39 seconds respectively.
The second order method produces a good value for performance index·
in only 14 iterations but calculational time is still large because of
various reductions which must be made in the control increments to ensure
the constraints are not violated.

A preliminary check must be made on the

predicted increment because, as iteration proceeds,this becomes very
large and the existing control values may be lost if the Gormal procedure
is adopted. For instance, at the beginning of the fourth sweep (twelth
iteration) in case 43 the maximum correction value is of order 1015 •
This is explained by the fact that C(t) (equation 4.3.16, section 4.3.2)
-4 at this stage.
has become very small because k = 0 and r = 10
Correspondingly oFd(t), given by (4.3.15), is large. It is necessary to
reduce the correction successively to one tenth of its value until the
maximum correction is less than F
and then apply the usual test routine
max
to ensure that the new control lies within the boundingvalue~. Note that
this difficulty is peculiar to the singular problem, and does not occur
in the non-singular cases because there k = 0.1 and so C(t)
all t, even as r. ~ o.
1.

~

0.2 for

Table 12.

~lem

III*(k=O):

Results for First Order Gradient l1ethods.

-

-

Case Ho.

Type

32
33
34

ri.xed etep gradient
l"txed ftep gradient
1 ixed etep gradient
l:eepeet descent

35
36

Steepeet descent
Steepeet descent

37
38

Conjugae gradient
ConjugHe gradient

39
40

Conjugae gradient
Conjugae gradient

31

-

Initial
control

0.5

No. of
iterations.

122

3.0

0.01180
0.01181
0.01148

0.5

0.01088

17

5.0

0.01095

15

3.0

0.01087

17

0.5

0.01087

11

5.0
3.0

0.01093
0.01086

13
12

5.0

0.01089

12

5.0

I

Optimal
cost

95
103

----~-

Calcs.
time (secs)

Other
details.

I

118

92

82
68
(20 x !O) mesh intervals.

I

Table 13:

Problem III*(k=O): Pfnalty lIethods and Trajectory Approximation.
.

-

Case No.

41
42

43
44
45

Initial
conditions

Type

First order grad.>,ith penalty F '" 3.0
First order grad.~th penalty F = 4.5
Second order grad. ~litl penalty F = 3.0
F ,. 3.0,U"1.0 ,= >.
QuasH inear with penalty
Trajec tory :lpprolC. (3 ,'arbls)
Trajec tory ,~pprOK. (3 ,arbls)

46
47

Trajec tory

,~pprolC.

48

Trajectory

~pprox.

49
50

(3 "arbls)

(4 "arbls)
Trajectory ~pprox. (4 varb1s)
Trajectory approx. (4 "arbls)

F = 0.5

Optimal
Cost

No. of
Iterations

Calcs.
Time (Secs)

Other
Details.

0.01157

139

0.01157
0.01164

152

176

14
10

316

5 s>'eeps
5 s>'eeps
Unconverged.

0.02606

72

39

Unconverged.

F .. 5.0
F = 3.0
F .. 0.5

(0.265)

F .. 5.0
F = 3.0

0.01258

0.02635
0.01185
0.01257

162
81
197
327
218

5 s>'eeps
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The quasilinear method is less successful than the second order
algorithm. A similar difficulty arises, with very large values predicted
for the new control which must be reduced successively to one tenth of their
size to bring them to the same magnitude as the existing control. This
is not so successful a method as before because this time it is the
control itself which is reduced, and the final values may bear little
resemblance to the previous control. In the second order method only
the correction is reduced.

In case 44 some progress is made in computing

a good estimate of control but at the beginning of the third sweep
(eighth iteration), when the control reduction is first applied, a
radically different shape is predicted. This is not subsequently improv2d
upon and eventual numerical instability occurs in the eleventh iteration.
All the first and second order gradient methods applied to the
problem predict control values which exhibit oscillation for time t
greater than 0.2. This can be explained by considering the ~ehaviour of
the exit values U(~,t) of the state variable. The object of Problem III*
is to minimise the integral of the deviation of U(~,t) from desired
state Ud(t) • 1.5 over the whole time interval, without any cost being
attached to the control.

The control initially acts at its maximum

value Fd = 5.0 and increases U(~,t) from the initial value U(~,O)=I.O
to U(~,t) = 1.5, when t is roughly equal to 0.2. After this time the
exit state remains at approximately the same value, oscilLating very closely
about it. In order to maintain this exit state the control oscillates
rapidly around the value that would correspond to exact maintenance
of U(~,t) • 1.5, but which cannot be achieved because the problem has been
approximated by a finite difference representation so as to produce a
numerical solution. Large oscillations are necessary because of the
insensitivity of the problem to actual control distribution, a further result
of which is that the predicted optimal costs are very close for a range of
different predicted control shapes.

89
Figures 7 and 8 show plots of predicted control for a l"ange of different
methods.

Although the rough shapes are similar there is a noticeable

lack of close agreement.

Some of the results are consistent for different

methods, depending only on starting values of control.

For instance,

steepest descent case 36 and conjugate gradient case 39 are in very close
agreement as are fixed step gradient case 33 and gradient with penalty
case 41.
Trajectory approximation using three variables gives values of performance
index relatively distant from those predicted by the gradient methods but
using-- four variables gives much closer agreement.

Convergence is very

slow for this method, even more so than the fixed step gradient as in cases
31-33 and 41-42.

The starting guess has considerable influence on the

actual control shape and the rate of convergence, and in three-variable
case

46 even

after 162 iterations the performance index is reduced only

from 1.003 to 0.265.
Direct search results for Problem 111* are all different even for
cases with the same number of discrete control values, unlike the cases for
non-singular Problem Ill.

Table 14:
Case Ho.

51
52

53
54
55

Problem II1* (k. 0):
Type

Direct search
(6 control values)
Direct search
(6 control values)
Direct search
(11 control values)
Direct search
(11 control values)

Direct Search Results
Initial
Control

Optimal
Cost

No. of
iterations

0.5

0.01268

5

5.0

0.01304

9

0.5

0.01184

8

76*

2.5

0.01176

6

76*

5.0

0.01173

15

Calculation
time{sec;s)

Time per
iter. (secs)

40
360

40

Direct search
(16 control, alues)

1613

108

*estimated from case 29,
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Direct search costs for the case of 16 and 11 available control values
are quite close to the vcrious results for the gradient methods, but
computer time is inordi.:utely long, being roughly proportional to the
number of discrete values used. Comparison of predicted controls with
those of the other other methods is difficult but roughly speaking the
behaviour is the same - an initial period at the upper bound followed
by a drop to control values in (1.0, 2.0) with a slight rise to around
control value Fd = 2.5 towards the end of the time interval.
Summary of Results for Problems III and 111*
For the non-singular Problem III the-first and second order gradient
methods and quasilinearisation give close estimates of optimal cost but
the predicted control shapes vary considerably.

It is also noticed that

some mesh to mesh oscillatory behaviour is present is the control
distribution for finite difference solutions using (20 x20) mesh intervals.
Doubling the number of meshes in each domain (case 14) reduces the size of
the oscillations but a smoother solution is produced using (20 x 50)
mesh intervals as in case 10. From this is would appear that the comparative
siz~.ofspace

and time meshes is important in the determination of the

microscopic behaviour of control and state variables; however, costs
for different mesh ratios show that macroscopic behaviour is not
similarly influenced.

Direct search costs for the cases with eleven

discrete control values are close to the gradient estimates but trajectory
approximation values are some~,hat smaller, decreasing with increasing
number of approximating functions.
Computing time is least for the steepest descent algorithm amongst
all the gradient methods. Direct search times are long, as are those for
quasilinear and second order gradient methods, these latter two mainly
because of the complexity of the algorithms and the corrections which
must be applied to ensure satisfaction of the control constraints.
Trajectory approximation offers potentially the shortest times.
For the singular case, all methods except second order gradient and
direct search show a considerable increase in the number of iterations
required for convergence. However, timeSfor these two algorithms are
still greater than those of the other methods. Note that it is possible
to apply the second order algorithm because the penalty function technique
employed to take account of the control bounds produces a sequence of nonsingular unconstrained problems to be solved in place of the constrained
problem.
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Quasilinearisation may be implemented similarly but it is found that
convergence is prevented in this case by numerical difficult.ies
associated with control correction. The conjugate gradient method produces
more rapid convergence and hence shorter computational time than steepest
descent, the first time in this investigation that this behaviour is
recorded. Three-variable trajectory approximation gives a poor estimate
of cost but the four-variable case is much closer, convergence rate being
slow, however.
All the first and second order methods are in good agreement as to
the··· value of the performance index, but exhibit mesh-to-mesh Q.s,cHlations
in the predicted control shapes.

These occur because over a large part of

the time interval the control is required to hold the exit state at a
given value but finite difference restrictions prevent this being done
exactly and so a see-saw control is effected, this being encouraged by
the fact that the problem itself is relatively insensitive to small
changes in control. The trajectory approximation method does not exhibit
this oscillatory behaviour, but is unable to follow the demanded exit
state value so closely. Presumably a smoothed form of control as
predicted by the gradient methods would give useful solutions to the
problem.
The direct search in some cases takes more iterations for this
singular problem than the previous one, and this time is not consistent
in prediction of control shape for different starting guesses using the
same number of discrete values. This probably arises because the
general fopn of control has a flat region in the middle time range for the
singular problem whereas the non-singular control is roughly decreasing
over its whole range.
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4.4 Problem IV

A parabolic system with domain control and end constraint.
The system equation is of non-linear diffusion type and is the same as
that considered in Problem 1.
Ut

au
ax

with

= Uxx-U 3+

Fd(x,t)x £ (O,t)

(4.4.1)

x = O,R.

(4.4.2)

x £(O,t)

(4.4.3)

(x,t) = 0

U(x,O}

=

U (x)
o

The end constraint has integral form:
fR.(U(X,T}-Ud(X})2dX

=C

(4.4.4)

o

where Ud(x) is a desired state distribution.
2
The problem is to minimise J =
F (x,t)dxdt
d
o 0

ftfTi

(4.4.5)

subject to satisfaction of the system equation and end constraint. In
other words it is desired to bring the final state within a certain
neighbourhood of some given state with minimum cost of control. No
constraints are present on the control itself. Problem IV has not been
previously analysed.
The necessary conditions are determined by adjoining state equation
~4.4.1} to J with adjoint variable A(X,t) and also constraint (4.4.4)
by means of a constant~. The resulting equations are

" +"xx - 3AU
t

a"

ax(x,t)
A(x,T) +
and

2

= 0

x £(O,t)

(4.4.6)

=0

x=O,R.

(4.4.7)

=0

2~(U(x,T)-Ud(x»

A+ F

=0

X

£

(O,t)

x £(O,t)

(4.4.8)
(4.4.9)

together with (4.4.1) to (4.4.4). This set of necessary conditions
corresponds to the method described as 'direct' in section 3.5.1 with
the end constraint adjoined linearly to the performance index.
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The 'indirect' method of 3.5.2 considers a

=J

performance index

ri~

ft(U(X,T) - Ud (x»2dx - C)2
o
and derives an alternative set of necessary conditions which consistsof
(4.4.1)-(4.4.3), (4.4.6), (4.4.7) and (4.4.9) together with
J

i

+

nel~

"'." . 2.,(U,X",.",.,,{ [""x.".",.,\'.c)

(4.4.8*)

but without (4.4.4). In effect the end constraint is neglected as an equation
to be satisfied· and instead is added to the performance index as a
f·.,lS.
penalty term. In this case a sequence of increasing~must be used to
give a series of penalised problens which hopefully converge to the
original problem.
Constants are t = 4

T=I
Uo(x)

4.4.2

=

2nx
- cos - -

as in Problem I.

t

First Order Gradient Methods

First order gradient methods are applied in both the direct and
indirect formulation.
Direct Case
Assuming state and adjoint equations are satisfied the first
variation of J is
oJ

=

ftfTOFd(X.t)(A+F)dXdt +
o

where

o~

o~(C

0

0

is a small change in multiplier

To reduce J it is necessary to set
and

- ft(U(X,T)-Ud(X»2dX)

o~ = -

o~d=

~.

- El(A+F)

£2{C - f!(U(X,T)-U(X»2dX)
o

where £1,£2

~

O.

These forms for

oFd'o~

will give oJ < O.

A fixed step gradient method is applied to Problem IV.

(4.4.10)
(4.4.11)
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Indirect Case
Again assuming state ~.~ ..... juilli. equat:ions are satisfied (with
condition (4.4.8*) on A(x,T»
6J

= ftfTOFd(X,t)(A
o

+ F)dxdt

0

Changing control in direction 6Fd • - E(A+F) should give a reduction
in J. Fixed step, steepest descent (type 11) and conjugate gradient methods
are applied to a sequence of problems with r. 1> r .• The inner product
l.+
l.
for the conjugate gradient algorithm is the same as that used in Problem
I (see section 4.1.1)
4.4.2 Second Order Gradient Methods
Second order gradient methods are developed in both direct and
indirect form.
Direct Case
In addition to first order equations (4.4.1)-(4.4.3) and (4.4.6)(4.4.8) the second order equations are
(4.4.12)
oU(x,O)
·0
6U (O,t) z oU (t,t) = 0
x

(4.4.13)
(4.4.14)
(4.4.15)

x

OAt + OA XX - 3U 2 0A - 6UA6U = 0
6A(x,T) + 2~oU(x,T) + 20~(U(x,T)-Ud(x»
6A (O,t) • 6A (t,t) = 0
x
x
of + F + OA + A
= 0

=0

(4.4.16)
(4.4.17)
(4.4.18)

This linear t~1O-point boundary value problem involves the three
unknowns oU(,X,t),OA(X,t) and o~. To solve by substituting for OA it is
necessary to use an extension of the method used previously.
OA(X,t) - M(x,t) + K(x,t)oU(x,t) + op N(x,t)
(4.4.19)
Substituting (4.4.19) into the incr.ementa1 adjoint equation (4.4.15),
integrating over the $p.acial' domain and collecting like terms it is possible
to produce the following equations:
Kt + Kxx - 6U 2K - k 2 - 6UA = 0
(4.4.20)
2
M + M - M(3U +K) - K(F+A) = 0
(4.4.21)
t
xx
Cont/d •••••
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Cont/d ••••
(4.4.22)

= 0

l

together with boundary conditions M • N - K = 0
x
x
x
and

(x-O,t)

K(x, T) = -211
M(x,T) = 0
N(x, T) = -2 (U(x, T)-U d (x»

(4.2.23)

(4.4.24)

Using (4.4.20)-(4.4.24) K,M and N can be determined.
The incremental state equation becomes
OU = oU - 3U 20U - (F+A) - (M + KoU + NOli)
t
XX

(4.4.25)

which can be solved if Oil is determined.
Suppose G = C - [t(U (x,T) - Ud (x»2dx
o
then to first order G+ oG = 0 where Gis G evaluated at nominal state
U(x,T).
Suppose that a relationship between oG and Oil exists with form:
.OG = met) + n(t)oll +
••

oG

=0

i~(XJ;t)ou(x,t)dX

= met) + n(t)oll

+

_ (NtOU + NOUt)dx.

o

Substituting

" for OUt from (4.4.25) and equating like terms gives

~

equations (4.4.22) for N, together
f

with

met) =

t

J N(x,t)(M+F+A)dx

(4.4.26)

o

net)

(4.4.27)

=

Initial conditions on m and n are determined from
m(T)+n(T)01l + fN(X,T)oU(X,T)dX

= -2

o

o

i.e. m(T)

= net) = 0

At time t = 0

=

fOU(X,T)(U(X,T) - Ud(t»dx

oG = m(O)+n(O)oll.

oG - m(O)

(4.4.28)

n(O)

oG ie known as this is the amount by which end condition G = 0 is not
satisfied for the nominal state U(x,T). Solving for K,M,N,m and n enables
of and Oil to be obtained and the control and multiplier values .....
can be updated.
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The method described above is an extension to distributed systems
of the work of Mitter (1966) for lumped systems.

It is applied to the

particular case of Problem IV and not to the general distributed
parameter problem because this is the only system discussed in which
an end point constraint occurs.

Extension to the general case may be

made but will be more complicated notationa11y.
Indirect Case
I~

Second order equations for the/direct case are the same as for the
direct case except that (4.4.16) becomes

o~=ri{40U(X,T)(J~(U

f~

(x,T) - U (x»2dx - C)+8(U(x,T)-U (x».
d
d

OU(X,T)(U(X,T)-Ud(X»dX}

(4.4.29)

the sabstitution o~(x,t) = M(x,t)+K(x,t)oU(x,t) produces (4.4.20) and
(4.4.21) for K and M with the same boundary conditions as before and
M(x,T)
K(x
T) = - 4r.1. {
.'

~

(4.4.30)

0

I~ (U(x,T)-Ud(x»

2dx - C+2(U(x,T)-U (x».
d

["O'•. T'"",.",,}'

,4.4.31,

There is no N(x,t) equations and no multiplier ~ in the indirect case.
The incremental state eqQation is as (4.4.25) without the No~ tenn.
4.4.3 Quasi1inearisation Method
Equationsfor solution of Problem IV by quasi1inear methods can be
derived by 1inearising the necessary conditions in either direct or
indirect form and solving the resulting linear two-point boundary value
problem by substitution as in the case of second order gradient methods
above. No non-linear state and adjoint equations need to be solved.
4.4.4

Trajectory Approximation
The problem is restated in penalised fonn with cost index
J

=

rr~F/(X,t)dxdt + Hi
o

0

and no end constraint is assumed.

{r(u
0

(x,T)-u d (x»2 dx- c)

2
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State and control variables are expressed as
N

U(x,t)

=

,

i1fx

L T,(t) cos-.~O 1
"
,
i1rx

Fd(x,t)= L ~,(t) cos--i=O 1
9-

This form of state approximation satisfies the boundary conditions
and allows the initial conditions to be exactly satisfied. The complete
i1rx , 1, =0, 1 •••l
set [ cos ~
J ,1S a 1 so chosen to ort hogona l'1se t h e reS1'dua 1

::::,:::11\~:):':r:;,:OI~ :::::;:0" .2~'('''~(T)

0; :~r

d

0

o

0)2
- C

where Q .. P ..

are

(4.4.32)

(N+l) x (N+l) diagonal matrices.

R.

'4
The system equation and its adjoint, using the same notation as in section
4.1.4

is

~ + A~ + ~(~) - ~

i - (A+B)T~
A(T) .. -2r,(

o

d

(4.4.33)

.. 0

'fR. U 2(x)dx-2

1

=0

I

(4.4.34)

N

iJJo

i1Tx'
T
T,(T) f9- Ud(x)cos --dx+2~ (T)P~(T) - C).
9-

1.

o

2R.T (T)-2 fR.Ud(X)dX
O

(4.4.35)
•

0

9-

f
o

,

Ud(x)cos

11TX

-R,-

dx
J

A sequence of problems with increasing r, is solved.
1.
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4.4.5

Direct Search
The control for Problem IV is distributed over the spacial domain

and direct search is not really feasible because of the number of control
areas and values reached to get a reasonable representation of the system.
4.4.6 Results for Problem IV
The partial and ordinary differential equations for Problem IV
are solved by the same methods that were applied to Problem I, i.e. the
parabolic equations are solved using a Crank-Nicholson finite difference
pprox:mation with half step predictor and the trajectory approximation
cases by means of a fourth-order Runge-Kutta formula. The standard mesh
is (20 x 10) intervals (10 intervals in the ordinary differential equation
cases) and factors
and ri+l

= 10ri •

~

C

and 0 are as before.

The initial value of r. is 10
1.

= 0.01.

Table 15 demonstrates good agreement in cost bE.tween first order
gradient and trajectory approximation methods.

These latter cases involve

three,four and five variables but show little difference amongst themselves.
The only control terms which have any significant contribution to the
result are the fir6t and third, with a lesser contribution from the fifth.
The even terms have zero component because of the assumed initial
condition. For this reason the three and four variable cases are
virtually identical and the five-variable case differs only slightly
fo.
from the other two. Control values~all the gradient cases show very good
agreement. For example, values for control at point x = 2 are all within
approximately a variation of 1%. Figure 9 shows the control distribution
for case 1 and compares with trajectory approximation cases 8 and 12.
It is noticed that the values of the terminal constraint are reduced
6
; to less than 10- in the fixed step gradient method wher~s all the other
cases are less than 10- 5 • However this difference is seen to be negligible
by compari~~n with the fact that the integral deviation of the end state
differs from the constant C(=O.Ol) by so small amount as at most onc
thousandth of C.
The first and second order methods with mUltipliersadjoining the end
cmlstraint to performance index, as described in Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
together with the second order method with penalty are applied to Problem
IV but with no success.

Table 15: Problem XV: Results
Case
No.
I

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9

10
11

12
13

Type

Initial
Conditions

Optimal
Cost

Fixed step SXodient
Fixed step gradient
Fixed step gradient
Steepest d3scent
Steepest dascent
Conjulate gradient
Conjulate gradient
Traj.approx.(3variablea)
Traj.approx.(lvariab1ea)
Traj.approx.(4variab1es)
Traj.approx.(4variab1es)
Traj.approx.(5 variables)
Traj.approx.(5 variables)

'd • 1.0

0.4935
0.4936
0.4963
0.4934
0.4934
0.4934
0.4934
0.4966
0.4966
0.4966
0.4966
0.4962
0.4962

'd
'd
'd
P
d
'd

•
•
•

0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0

• 1.0

'd • 0.0
110 • 1.0
110 • 0.0
"0 •

1.0

110 • 0.0
110 • 1.0
\I

0

•

0.0

Terminal
Constraint
cost.
0.129x10-6
0.281x10-6
0.936x10-6
0.376x10-S
0.376x10-S
0.337x10-S
O.337x10-S
0.353x10-S
0.353x10-S
0.353x10-S
0.35lxlO-S
0.3Slx10-S
0.l53xlO-S

No. of
iterations

No.
of sweeps

60
S3
40
48
47
37
31

6
6
6
6

80

6
6

73

6

6
6

80
73
80

6
6

73

6

!)

Ca1cs.
t ime (secs)

Other
details

148
134
~40x20)mesh intervals

190
184
147
130
51
41
81
6S
122
96

,
;"

i

,

...

...o
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For instance, in the case of the first order method initial values of
~ = +1.0 and -1.0 are used but both cases very soon generate an
increasing sequence of positive-valued ~'s. Control values of successively
larger magnitude are produced with corresponding increase in the
amount by which terminal constraint (4.4.4) is not satisfied and as a
result a sequence of negative total costs is given. In effect the
algorithm is trying to reduce the combined performance index and the
most profitable way iato increase control, produce a large negative terminal
cost misfit and adjoin this to the control integral with a positive
multiplier, the increase in control cost being more than compensated
by the multiplier term.

Difficulties in the second order cases stem

from instability in the K(x,t) equations used to solve the auxiliary linear
two-point boundary value problem. In the method with multiplier, using
a starting value of

~

= -1.0,

the first iteration produces a value

= 3.282

together with ~ppropriate cost values after which the next
K(x,tl equation is very unstable and causes computer overflow. Examining
the second order expansion of performance index it is seen that sufficient
~

conditions for a reduction in cost are 12!TUAOU2dxdt < 0 and

~

< O.

o

Imposing this latter condition by appropriately reducing correction
o~

prevents failure as previously described but virtually no progress is

made in twelve iterations, the terminal cost being reduced only from
0.3062 to 0.2886. The first sufficiency condition is not satisfied.
S~fficient

are

Jf
o

0

conditions for the second order method with penalty
2
UA6U dxdt < 0 and r i ( Y(U(X,T)-U d (X»2 dx- C) > 0, where r

i

0

is the penalty weight (always positive). Some progress is made with this
method using rl = 5.0 and r"l = 2ri, the conditions being satisfied
1T
-1
and terminal cost being reduced to 0.759 x 10
in 3 sweeps (36
iterations) with a control cost of 0.339. However, on increasing r. to
1
40 to start the .,:Ext sweep the K(x, t) equation becomes unstable.
No quasilinear runs are performed because the equation for
K(x,t) uses in solution for A(X,t) is exactly the same as that of the
second order case and is assumed to suffer the same instability problem.
Summary of Problem IV
All the gradient methods, irrespective of initial guess or step selection
procedure, give very consistent solutions for both performance index and
state and control distributions. The conjugate gradient method is
noticeably quicker than the steepest descent, but fixed step methods are
just as fast.
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Trajectory approximation cost results are within less than 1% of the
gradient values and in the five-variable cases the predicted control
is also'in close agreement. However, computational times for these cases
is approaching that of the quicker gradient cases and it must be pointed
out that programming the higher approximation cases is quite complicated.
Second order methods of both penalty and multiplier type fail for this
problem due to instabilities in the solution of the linear two-point
boundary value problem and it is assumed that quasi1inearisation would
also be unsuccessful. It appears that the multiplier method fails because
sufficiency conditions for reduction of the cost index are not satisfied.
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4.5

Problem V
d~pendent

A first order hyperbolic system with two
and domain control.

The two state equations are

~:

(x,t)

~~

(x,t) = S9(X,t)(l-U(x,t»exp (-

=-

with condition on
and on

variables

p

exp ( -

a,

PT (x, t)

J a2 (xlt)
T~X,t)

0:> x,t :> 1

) 0

~

(4.5.1)

x,t :> 1 (4.5.2)

so(x)

(4.5.3)

U(O,t) = U (t)

(4.5.4)

s(x,O)

U)

1

D

o

These equations describe the catalyst decay and reactant conversion
in a tubular reactor and S,U represent catalyst activity and e'~~ent
of reaction respectively.
T(X,t) is the reactor temperature, and for an adiabatic reactor
satisfies
T(X,t) • F(t) + K"U(x,t)
(4.5.5)
with the F(t) the input temperature and K is positive or negative
according to whether the process is exothermic or endothermic.
F(t) is thus the controlling variable and acts through T(X,t) in
equation (4.5.1) and (4.5.2) as a domain control. The system equations
'are approximations to the more general hyperbolic type described in
•
,
as
au
.
Chapter 2 (equatlon 2.1.2) but ax and at terms have been 19nored because
it is assumed that the reactor time scale is much shorter than the
catalyst decay time scale. In deriving the necessary conditions the
state equations are adjoined in the usual way by a two-component vector
(A(x,t),~(x,t)l,equation

(4.5.2) acting as a differential constraint
without a term depending on the time derivative.
is a measure of reactor operating life, P is the ratio 6f
activation energy of the main reaction to activation energy of catalyst
p

fouling reaction and

a is

a measure of reactor length.

The op~ima1ity requirement is to maximise J •

J1U(l,t)dt

(4.5.6)

o

i.e. to maximise the total amount of reaction at the emergent end
of the reactor. This problem has previously been described by
Ogunye and R,'ryJ (19'11),

and solved by them using a steepest descent

method with truncation of control at the boundary values.
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Constants from their paper are p - 1.5
P

a

2 )( 10

It

K = 0.001

S=2xlO

6

The variables e,U,F and, are dimension1ess and input temperature is
restricted by
F(t)

~

Fmale = 0.08

Initial conditions are e(x,O)

= 1.0

and U(O,t)

= 0.0

Le. initial fouling of catalyst is zero and there is no conversion
of the reactant before it enters the process.
Necessary conditions for the process are (4.5.1)-(4.5.5) together
with

~ (x,t)

=

il't

2~eA(x,t)exp

(- . 1 )-S(l-U)\I(x,t)exp
P(F+KU)

hF+~U) ]
(4.5.7)

1

.

(F+KU)

J

[1 - K(l-U) ] +
(F+KU) 2

+ K pe 2A(x, t)

~lith

and

(4.5.8)

1
]'
P(F+KU)

P(F+KU) 2
A(x,l)

=0

\I(l,t)

=

(4.5.9)

1

(4.5.10)

and the t,ptimality condition that F(t) must maximise
2

{P8 Aexp(-

P~F+KU»)

- S (1-U)\l8 exp (-(F+iu)

i.e. pA8 - PS(l-U)\lexp
F(t) •

(

-

(P-l»)
P(F+KU)

J =0

)}

(4.5.11)

for unconstrained values of
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4.5.1 Fir.st Order Gradient Methods
Fixed step, steepest ascent and conjugate gradient methods are
applied with tru~ation of control at the limiting value. Assuming the
~
state and adjoint equations are satisfied the first variation of J reduces
to

IlJ

I1I\F(t) ((F+KU)
e ) (-APe
2
P

=

o

0

exp - - +
]'
1
{ P(F+KU)

"

llS(l-U)exp( - _1_ Jjdxdt
(F+KU)
Hence the control correction is chosen as IlF(t)
R't)
=
,

= ER(t)

where

fl (F+KU)2
a
(-A~-e exp (- P(F+KU)
1)+llS(l-U)exp (- (F+KU)]
1 1] dx
0

(4.5.12)

The inner product used in the conjugate gradient case is defined by
1

(g. ,g.) =
1

where w(t)

1

f

w(t)R(t)2dt

F~t) = Fmax

= 0 if

= 1 if F(t) < F

max

A fixed step gradient method is also applied to Problem V transformed
by an external penalty function to take account of the control bound.
In this transformed problem a new performance index is considered
J

i

= Jl

U(l,t)dt- r

flH(F(t)-Fmax)(F(t)-Fmax)2dt

i

o
0
where H is the Heaviside function described by
,)

H(F(t)-Fmax)

= 0 if F(t)
=

~

Fmax
1 if F(t) > Fmax

State and adjoint equations as before but IlF(t) has the additional
term (-2Er.(F(t)-F
)H(F(t)-F
A sequence of problems is solved
1
max
max
with increasing r. until convergence is achieved.

».

1
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4.5.2

Second Order Gradient Method
Considering second order terms in the expansion of performance

index gives an auxiliary linear two point boundary value problem in
vectors

(~a,OU)&(OA,O~)

correction.

which must be solved to determine the control

The incremental adjoint equations have

OAt
o]JX

= AlOA
= A20A

form~

+ ~lo~ + Cl o6 + DloU
+

B2o~

+ C206 + D2 0U

together with a corresponding pair of incremental state equations.
The general feedback form to solve this type of problem is

(~t) ~ (~~) + [:~ ~e} . (~~)
where M.,K.
are functions of (x,t).
].
].
Substituting this incremental adjoint form back into the equations gives
diffictllties because terms such as OUt and o6 x arise for which
substitution cannot easily be made from the iocremental state equations
as these only involve derivatives oUx and Oat'

This situation arises

because the system equations (4.5.1) and (4.5.2) are approximations to
more general equations of first order,and terms in

as

~,

au
at

have been

•
• h at'
aeau
. 1y. T0 d
'
neg 1ecte d by comparlson
Wlt
ax respectlve
erlve
t he
appropriate equations for K., 11. it is necessary to assume the unsimpHfied
1

1

state equations, follow through the second order analysis and then neglect
appropriate terms.

Because of the bounded control it is also necessary

to transform Problem V by adding an appropriate penalty function to the
performance index so that the second order expansions are valid.

The

exterior penalty described in section 4.5.1 will not satisfy this
requirement as it is not continuously differentiable.
As

a result of the above complexities associated with the second

order algorithm it is not implemented for Problem V.
4.5.3 Quasilinearisation Hethod
Linearising the necessary conditions produces exactly the same type
of two-point boundary value problem to be solved as that of the second
order approach and the same requirements exist for an interior penalty
function to allow second order expansion.

For these reasons the

quasilinearisation method is not applied to Problem V.
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4.5.4 Trajectory Approximation
As in Problem 11 trajectory approximation by assuming expressions
for U(x,t) and 6(x,t) in terms of known space dependent functions and
unknown time dependent weights is not possible owing to the exponential
terms in (4.5.1) and (4.5.2). This is because even after the expressions
are truncated at the Nth terms expansion of the exponentials produces
an infinite number of terms and so a reduced set of equations cannot be
set up.
4.5.5

Direct Search

The direct search method is easily implemented in Problem V as
control is only time dependent. It is simply necessary to solve state
equations (4.5.1) and (4.5.2) and search on the performance index (4.5.6).
4.5.6

Results for Problem V

To solve the state equations it is necessary to derive values for
6(0, t),t e: [0,1] and U(x,O), x e: [O,l] before extending the solution into
the domain of definition. This is done by integrating the appropriate
equations as ordinary differential equations along the bcunderies
(which are in fact appropriate characteristic directions) by means of
the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method and once accomplished sufficient
boundary conditions exist to solve the distributed equations by finite
difference techniques. The same procedure is applied in the integration
of the adjoint equations.
An explicit finite difference method is used to solve the equations,
progress being made in both variables:"at the same time.

It

is necessary

to use a half-step predictor for the initial value of the non-linear
term and the equations are such that several iterations are necessary
for each step forward.

Convergence for this finite difference process

depends on the mesh sizes and it is found that for (20 x 20) mesh intervals
four iterations are sufficient to produce agreement within 0.1% of
higher~iteration

.

wets\:"

results even at theAmesh positions, hence this number
is adopted for the standard mesh. For (30 )( 30) mesh intervals three
iterations is found to be acceptable.

These values are derived by

solving the state equations with assumed control F(t) = 0.08 and
comparing the results for a range of iteration numbers.
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Table 16 shows details for the gradient method applied to Problem V.
The standard value of correction factor € is 0.16 x 10- 3 and this is
small because of the manner in which control F(t) is present in the
exponential terms of the equations.

For control values near the upper

bound a small change in F(t) can make a large difference to U and

e

whereas the same is not true for control values of the order F(t) = 0.04,
say. Convergence factor 6 is chosen as 10-5 and € is doubled or halved
in the search procedure of steepest ·ascent and conjugate gradient methods.
Times vary for cases of a particular method of solution and same
numb~r

of iterations because of the different number of function

evaluations in the linear search.

For instance, cases 5 and 6 have 14 and

20 evaluations respectively which roughly corresponds with calculation
times.

Cost agreement is very good for all the methods.

Steepest ascent

case 5 gives the least time but case 6 takes longer than the comparable
fixed step gradient case 2.

Conjugate gradient runs are no more rapid

than steepest ascent cases and may be longer.

A conjugate gradient run

corresponding to steepest ascent case 7 with starting control F(t)

= 0.04

is not reported in the table because after the first iteration, identical
to that of case 7, the predicted control lies entirely on the upper bound
and as a consequence the inner product is calculated

£9

zero.

It ia

necessary to restart with a steepest ascent step and subsequent conjugate
gradient behaviour exactly follows that of case 9.
Direct search case 12 with only three control values 0.06, 0.07,
0.08 is unsuccessful because control differences of even 0.01 from one
mesh point to the next ar.e too large to allow a successful solution of
the state equations. These are very sensitive to changes in control
owing to the exponential terms. A second direct search method, different
from the standard procedure, is applied· to Problem V, this being possible
because of the nature of the optimal control.

It is assumed that the

control is initially linear and increasing up to the maximum value, and
then constant for the remainer of the time interval.

In this way the

control can be expressed in terms of only two parameters:- PI' the initial
value at time t

=

0, and P2, the time at which the upper bound is reached.

The method of Powett(1964) is used to optimise these two parameters and
very good results are obtained (not shown in Table 16).
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An optimal cost of 0.9021 is derived in 4 iterations from a starting
control guess given by PI = 0.06, P2 = 0.5, using the standard (20 x 20)
mesh intervals,and state and control values agree very closely with those
of the gradient methods.

However, even with the good initial approximati01,

computing time is 211 seconds, 38 functions evaluations being required by
the searc4 procedure.
Figures 10 and 11 show control and end state values for cases I,
5 and 10. Good agreement is noticeable and the other cases not plotted
correspond very closelY with these results.
Summary of Problem V
The various gradient methods give consistent answers which depend
little on the type of 111gorithIll or starting control guess. The penalty
method is able to give good estimation of control on the boundary but
takes considerably longer than the other methods because it is necessary
to solve a sequence of unconstrained problems.

The steepest ascent method

is able to converge from a very poor guess (F(t)=0.04) whilst the fixed
step gradient, with a constant E-factor, is very dependent on starting
control.

This is because the sensitivity of the state variables to the

control is only small away from the optimal values and large changes
need to be taken to give improvement in cost, but for control near the
optimal only small changes can be tolerated if the first order expansion
is to be valid.
The results agree closely with those of Ogunye and Ray
~-

and illustrate

the initial constant conversltlnH(up to t = 0.4) fo11owf by a period of
maximum temperature for the input reactant.
The standard direct search method fails but an alternative
procedure, particularly

suited to the problem, gives good results.

Table 16:
.

Problem V:

, Results

-- -- -- --'---Case No.

-

---,--

Initial
control

Optimal
cost

No. of
iterations.

Calculation
time(secs)

0.07

0.9021

4

95

2

gradiel t
Fixed step g radie.t

0.08

0.9021

4

95

3
4
5

Fixed step g ~adiel't
Fixed step g radiel t
Steepest asc ~nt

0.08

3

0.04

0.9018
Unsuccessful

0.07

0.9020

4

80

6
7

Steepest ase ~nt
Steepest asc ent
Conjugate gradient

0.08
0.04

0.9021

4

109

0.9021

5

191

0.07

0.9020

4

80

Conjugate gradient
Fixed step grad with
penalty.

0.08

0.9021

4

127

0.07

0.9022

26

penalty.

0.08

0.9022

24

Direct seare h

0.06

Unsuccessful

1

8
9
10
11

12

Type

Fixed

6~ep

Other details

(30x30)mesh intervals
*See belmJ. £=0.5

4 stJeeps,r =103;r. loolOr.
1

1+

1

Fixed step grad with
435

4 sweeps,rl=103,r i +l =10r
i

Control values 0.06,0.07,0.08.

I

........

N

*Case 4 is run with &=C.5 and gives a cost of J=0.90l5 in three iterations, after which time predicted control corrections
are too large and instability results in the equations for U and
to improve the control only to F=0.040l in 37 iterations.

e.

A case similar to case 4 but with &=0.16xlO

_3

is able
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Discussion

Of the five systems examined only Problem V yields highly consistent
control answers irrespective of the manner of solution, the other f?ur
problems showing a considerable range of predicted optimal control
distribution.

However, it must be added that the same degree of

variation is not present in the predicted values of perforcrance index
for these four problems and this indicates that the extrema in function
space are quite flat, large control changes being needed to produce small
changes in cost.

The reason for the sensitivity of Problem V is that contrql

F acts on the system through terms such as

exp (-

(;+KU»)'

and small

changes in control can produce very large variations in state and hence
in the cost index.
For each problem, distributed adjoint and linearised equations
occurring in the numerical algorithms are of the same type as the system
equations (i.e. parabolic or first order hyperbolic) and can be solved
by the same finite difference method.
account

Predictor steps are needed to

for non-linearitias, but only in Problem V is it necessary to use

a sophisticated iterative technique, this being required because of the
sensitivity of the system equations.

Application of the different

algorithms to the system examples produces a wide range of effects and it
is useful to summariee these for each method:
5.1

Fixed-Step Gradient Method
This is simplest to apply of the distributed methods, requiring

solution only of the state and adjoint equations.
E

Step corrections factor

must be pre-chosen and provision made in the algorithm to reduce its

value if a detrimental control change results.

No difficulty is found

in the first four problems for a wide range of starting controls when a
value

0.5 is assumed because these problems are relatively insensitive
to control but for Problem V the value € = 0.16 x 10- 3 ·appropriate for
E =

correction near the optimal values is entirely unsuitable for improving
highly sub-optimal control.

As a consequence of the insensitivity

property it is noted that rates of convergence and optimal control
distributions for Problems I to IV are quite dependent on initial guess
and consequently computational time varies considerably.

On the whole,

times are comparable with those of the other first order gradient methods
but occasionally very slow convergence results in long calculation time
(e.g. Case 3 of Problem II).

.
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Control constraints are easily handled in a direct manner by
truncation at the bounding values.

The alternative indirect method

employing penalty functions produces values in good agreement

b~t

computational time is considerably longer because a sequence of
unconstrained problems must be solved to approximate to the constrained
system. Direct treatment of terminal constraints (Problem IV) is
unsuccessful but a penalty method does produce acceptable answers.
5.2 Steepest Descent (Ascent)Method
This method is basically the same as the fixed step gradient except
that a linear search procedure is used to determine the control
correction step size.

As a consequence the calculational time for each

iteration is longer but fewer iterations are needed. Total times are
generally similar to those of the fixed step gradient method but
convergence rates are more uniform for each problem.

The sensitivity

difficulties of Problem V are overcome in this method because of the
variable correction step. Programming the algorithm is more difficult
than for the fixed step gradient method because of the search procedure.
5.3

Conjugate Gradient Method

This algorithm requires only the calculation of an inner product and
slight modification of the control correction in addition to work done in
the steepest descent method and so presents little programming difficulty
if the former method is available. Both algorithms produce very similar
answers but, with two notable exceptions, the conjugate gradient gives
no more rapid convergence and may in fact take more computer time. The
exceptions, which might be classed as 'difficult', are Problems 111* and
IV. Problem 111* is singular and the conjugate gradient method reduces
computer time and number of iterations by up to one-third of the values
for steepest descent.

In Problem IV a penalty method js used to satisfy

the end constraint and in this case reduction in time up to a factor
of one-quarter are observed.
5.4

Second Order Gradient Method
The second order method as outlined in Chapter 2 not only requires

determination of the state and adjoint variables but an auxiliary linear
distributed two-point boundary value problem must also be solved in order
to calculate the control correction.
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The method as applied to Problems I-Ill requires solution of five
partial differential equations and as a result programming is more
complicated than that of the first order methods.
A disadvantage is that inequality constraints cannot be treated
directly (not in a practicable manner) and penalty functions need to
be introduced. This means that a sequence of unconstrained problems
must be solved in the case of Problems Il and Ill. C'Jnvergence of the
second order method should be quadratic near the optimum, and rapid
convergence is illustrated by Problem I and 1* and also by the
sequential sub-problems of Problems II and Ill. Runnin.\l times for the
former problems as solved by the second order method in reduced form are
as small as those of the first order methods but the time disadvantage of
penalty functions is very obvious from values for the latter problems.
Results compare well with first order gradient values.
The general second order method discussed in Problem I is exactly
equivalent to the reduced form but illustrates the increase in
complexity which would result in the algoritlun should a more general
qUadratic~ferformance

index be appropriate.

be like fJJU(x' ,t)TQ(X,x:,

:;~~~al variabl~,

State depe.ndent terms would

t)U(X.,t~dXdX·dt, ~i~h

ker:lel

~wice

dependent

th~nrJU(x,t)T~~x,t)~(X,~;~xdt.

on the
rather
The
first order state and adjoint equatioRsQwould still depend only on x but
second order variable K would be of form K(x,x',t) rather

tp~n

K(x,t).

A considerable increase in computer time should be expected and this is
demonstrated as a factor greater than ten for Problem I. Tho general
method is not suggested as a sensible one for the problems solved here.
For Problem IV with terminal constraint,second order algorithms can
be derived for both the penalty function formulation and the di.rect
method of adjoining the constraint to performance index but both methods
are numerically unstable and fail in practice. The second order equation
causing instability is the same in both cases.

The algorithm is able to

solve singular Problem III* as this is transformed to non-dI'.gubr form
by the penalty function used to take account of control bounds. In this
case extra monitoring of the control corrections isu:equired,,,to ensure
that large values produced by the near-singular equations do not obliterate
existing control values. Problem V with the differential constraint not
dependent on the time derivative produces an auxiliary linear two-point
boundary value problem which is not readily accessible to the feedb.\ck
form of solution used in the other problems and so is not solved by second
order methods.
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5.5 Quasilinearisation Method
The quasilinear method is derived by linearising state and adjoint
equations then solving the resulting two-point boundary value problem
by a transformation similar to that applied in the second order method.

Mitter(lBo6) has pointed out that for lumped systems the linearised
equations have the same form as the incremental equations for the second
order e~pansion and this is also the case for distributed systems. The
state and adjoint equations do not need to be satisfied, this resulting in
an algorithm involving successive solution of three partial differential
equations (one extra for terminal constraint direct case). The same
restrictions concerning inequality constraints apply in this method
as hold in the second order method. The transformation for the linearised
variable has form A(x,t)=M(x,t) + K(x,t)U(x,t) and in all cases the
rcrulting K(x,t) equation is exactly the same as the corresponding second
order equation, with that for M(x,t) the same save for some differences
in non-homogeneous terms. Hence practical difficulties of numerical
integration and stability are similar in both methods. Convergence should
be quadratic near the optimum if the process does converge and it is seen
that in Problems I and 11 the rate ~f convergence compares reasonably
with that of the second order algorithm. However it must be pointed out
that the predicted costs and control distributions differ sometimes
considerably from those of the other methods, including first order/and the
promise of small calculational time held out by the nec£ssity, of solving
only three equations is not fulfilled because of numerical complications.
In particular, the new control is derived directly from predicted values
of linearised state and adjoint: if the inequality constraints are not
satisfied it is necessary to reduce control to some suitable value
between its new and old predicted values and re-solve the linearised
state and adjoint equations to determine new nominal values of these
variables. This is in contrast with the second order method where a
control correction is derived rather than a new control value, and is
the reason for the inability of the quasilinear algorithm to tackle
singular Problem 111* (with penalty transformation), the second order
gradient algorithm being successful for this rroblem.
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(In effect the difference is between an indirect and a dl.::!ct method of solving
d)e optima!.. control problem).In practice, then, the programming is as complex
as that for the second order case.
The properties, discussed in section 5.1.4, of performance index with a
more general quadratic term, twice dependent on the spacial variable,
apply in the quasilinear case and the atgorithm then involves a partial
differential equation in K(x,x',t) with its attendant difficulties and
considerable increase in computer time over that of the first order
methods. Problem I illustrates this, with the quasilinear case taking
approximately the same time per iteration as the second order method
because solution of the K(x,x,'t) equation, the same in both cases, is
the major computational work to be done and whether there are two or four
supplementary equations make little difference.
Application of quasilinearisation to Problem IV with terminal constraint
is not made because of the similarity of transform variable~equations to
those of the second order algorithm, which proved to be unstable.
5.6.

Trajectory Approximation
This method involves reduction of the distributed problem to lumped

form by expanding the system variables in terms of known spacial functions.
A fixed step gradient optimisation procedure is used in this research
but other first or even second order methods could be applied to the new
time-dependent system.

Considerable choice is available in the reduction,

any complete set of functions satisfying the boundary conditions being
suitable for the expansion. A second complete set of spacial functions
is used to orthogonalise the residual of the system equation and hence
produce a set of ordinary differential equations.

The nett result of

this process is that an equation of form ~~ (x,t)-G=O is reduced to
A(t) dy (t) - B(t) = 0 where Y(t) is the new variable and the elements of

matri~tA depend on the two chosen sets of functions.

For instance,

in Problem I the eigenfunctions of the spacial operator are chosen for
both sequences and consequently A is diagonal. However-_ the fact that the
two sequences may be different enables an A matrix to be produced which
can be inverted easily for other problems. This choice of sequences
is useful in the first order hyperbolic case because for this type of
operator distinct eigenfunctions do not exist. In Problem III the
i.
sequence ( x, 1 • 0,1 ••• ) is used in expansion of the state variable; if this
is also used in the normalisation then A would be the Hilbert matrix

Cont/d) •••

"
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(with elements A.... .~ '+1) which is ill-conditioned and consequently
1J
1"J
numerically difficult to invert). By choosing Chebyshev polynomials
as the weighting functions a much more tractable matrix is derived.
The method is suitable for non-linear systems, provided the nonlinearity is of polynomial type, but breaks down if transcendental terms
are present because reduction produces an infinite number of terms in
the resulting ordinary differential equations.

It is also uneuitable if

control is exerted at the boundary, as in this case it is not possible
to choose trial functions which satisfy the boundary conditions.
Predicted results are in good agreement with those of first order
methods for the problems which can be solved by trajectory approximation
(Problems I, III and IV). In a way these two methods are equivalent
because imposing a finite difference mesh in the spacial domain also
produces a set of time-dependent equations. However in no cases is it
necessary to use as many spacial trial functions as spacial mesh points
to get comparable results and hence the time for solving the system
equations is correspondingly reduced. In practice this property must be
weighed against two disadvantages which arise; firstly, the non-linear
lumped equations produced by the approximation may well be far more
complicated to programme than the corresponding distributed equation,
and increasing the number of approximating functions as a check on the
accuracy of representation is more difficult than just refining the
•

finite difference mesh size; secondly, the slow convergence noticed
for the first order distriputeq method ia still pres~nt in some of the
tJ:sjectory approximation cases and running ::;'mesma,y actually 1>e shorter for
the distd.btlted method (c.f. Cases 32 and 47 in Problem UI*).
5.7 Direct Search
This method is only practically applicable when the control is
independent of spacial variation and so is excluded from Problems I and
IV. A discrete set of admissible control values must be chosen and
approximation to continuous control is correspondingly difficult, a
factor leading to failure of the method for Problem V which is sensitive
to control. Control bounds present no difficulty, in fact they are
a considerable help because .in the unbounded case it is still necessary
to decide on an acceptable control range. Only the system equation need
be solved but iteration times are very long because of the large number
of

v~riables

upon which the direct search is conducted.

Programming is

probably simplest of all the methods, and estimates of optimal costs
are good but this is perhaps a reflection that both the problems to which
the method can be applied are insensitive to control shape.
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Even if the original problem has a single global extremum it may
be that the direct search algorithm reaches a false optimum which it is
unable to improve on because the iterative procedure involves changing
only one control mesh value at a time. This in fact happens in the case
of Problem 111*. A range of starting policies must be used to find the
best result.

By contrast, gradient methods theoretically will converge

to the single extremum.

In practice, a range of solutions is produced

whose variation is almost wide as that of the direct search method.
5.8

Other Aspects
Methods other than those above are available for solution of

distributed parameter problems and it is useful to discuss their
similarities with and differences from the algorithms already implemented.
Another second order method may be derived by supposing a nominal set of
values.which satisfy the state equation, expanding the performance index
to second order about these nominals and minimising (maximising) the
incremental cost value such that changes in incremental state and control
satisfy the linearised state equation. In this way three equations are
generated - the state equation, the incremental state equation and one
adjoint equation, the latter two being similar to but not exactly
those of the

previous. second order method.

On transforming the linear

two-point boundary v,alue problem a total of four equations is produced.
A further class of second (and first) order algorithms may be
generated by successive approximation methods based on dynamic programming,

Tzafestas (1968) has extended the 'Differential Dynamic Programming'
methods of both Mayne (1966) and Jacobson (1967) to distributed systems,
employing weak and strong variations respectively. The method of
Jacobson involves an extra minimisation procedure and is able to solve
problems for which Mayne's method (and other second order ones) fails
because of non-satisfaction of certain sufficiency conditions. In these
methods as applied to distributed systems the optimal return function J{t)
,"'"
is considered, 'this being a functional of the system state from time t to
the final time. Expansion about the nominal state which satisfies the sys~em
introduces first and second functional derivatives
~~ (x,t) and
~~iUi{X,x"t) of J with respect to U, having close correspondence to
the M(x,t) and K(x,x',t) variables used in the transformation of incremental
adjoint equations of the general variational method. Discussing·the simpler
algorithm corresponding to the method of Mayne it earl be shown that the
general second order equations for Problem I are:
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J 2t + J 2xx '+ J2x'X' - 3J2(U2 (X,t)+U 2 (x',t»-

f

J 2 (x",x,t)J2(x",x',t)dx"

n"
+o(x'-x)(l - 6U (x,t)J1(x,t»= 0
and Jl

t

(5.2.1)

+ Jl xx - 3U 2Jl + U - f(F (X,.t)+Jl(X,.t»J2(X,.X,t)dX = 0
d
n
(5.2.2)

and J1(x,t), J2(x,x',t) the first and second order functional derivatives
of optimal return function J(t).

Appropriate boundary and initial

conditions hold but are not detailed here.
By contrast, if a second order variational approach is considered,
with adjoint variable A(:<,t) taken as a funct.ional of state U, then exactly
the same equations as (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) may be derived, with A(X,t)
replacing Jl(X,t) and A (x,x',t), the functional derivative of A,
u
replacing J2(x,x',t). Although this has not been proved for the general
case it indicates that certainly the weak differential dynamic programming
method may be produced by variational means and this may be also be true
for the stronger algorithm.

An interesting discussion by Denham (1971).

points out that this relationship holds for lumped parameter systems.
In the case of Problem I the performance index is not doubly
dependent on the spacial variable and so (5.2.1) may be reduced by putting
J2(x,x',t)oIx'-x) = P(x,t)
to give
P + P
6U 2P - p2 + (1-6UJ1) = 0
(5.2.3)
t
xx
Equations (5.2.1) to (5.2.3) compare closely with the transformed
incremental adjoint equations derived in section (4.1.2), having the same
spacial operator terms and differing only in some of the algebraic and
non-linear terms.
In summary, a range of second order methods is available but these
involve essentially the same type of equations, and if any practical
difficulties arise in numerical solution these should pertain to each of
the different algorithms.

In all cases except the extended Jacobson method

it is necessary to treat inequality constraints by penalty transformation.
For lumped systems (and pres •.nnably also distributed systems) Jacobson's
method deals with control inequalities by adjoining the control equation
for periods when the constraint is active, rather in the manner of

Bryson and Denham's

first order approach.

State inequalities are

tackled by a transformation which renders the problem singular.

The

method also requires a different control correction procedure because
large variations are permitted and as a result equations and computational
methods of considerable complexity are produced for these types of problem.
No application of this method or the other second order algorithms has
been made.
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Three different penalty functions are used for the problems with
control inequality constraints, none of them on the same problem and so
it is not possible to directly compare their efficiency.

It can be shown

that the simple penalty function of Problem 11 tends to infinity more
rapidly than the logarithmic form of Problem III as the control bounds are
approached. Its values and those of its derivatives are easier to calculate
as they do not require evaluation of logarithmic and trigonometric
functions and so it may be considered preferable on this account.
However, each produces results

in good agreement with those of the

control truncation methods. As mentioned previously, Problems 11 and III
are insensitive to the actual control shape near the optimum but
transforming by penalty functions considerably reduces the variation in
optimal control distribution resulting from different starting guesses.
The exterior penalty function of necessity allows control bounds to be
exceeded but this variation is observed to be less than 0.05% in the case
of Problem V. An Interior penalty must be used in the implementation
of second order methods as the transformed performance index need be
twice differentiable. The main drawback to penalty function use is
the increased computing time needed to solve the necessary sequence of
unconstrained sub-problems. A similar sequence is also necessary for the
terminal constraint Problem IV, practical difficulties preventing a
more direct solution.

An entirely different type of process for solving distributed
parameter control problem is that based on BaZakrishnan's'E-method'
for lumped systems.

In this it is not necessary to solve the state

equation ~~ - G = 0 or satisfy any of the boundary and initial
conditions. Instead these constraints are added to the performance
index as terms
.!.E fTf( at
au - G) 2dtdx •etc
• and an extremum of the new
index is sought for egcg value of a range of decreasing E. To solve
numerically it is necessary to approximate the state and control variables,
either using finite difference terms or polynomial or Fourier expansions,
and apply a direct search procedure to the new variables.

Results have

been derived for some linear systems with quadratic cost functionals by
Kenneth. Sibony and Yvon (1969) and DeJuZio (1969) but the main drawback
is the number of variables involved.

For instance, to use the same mesh

representation in Problem 11 as taken by the gradient methods would involve
(21 x 21) = 441 state variables together with 21 control values. This is
a non-linear optimisation problem and is difficult to treat by the usual
procedures of POUJeU. David.on. eta. because of its size.
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According to Kenneth et al 'it is our belief that the major remaining
work is the improvement of finite-dimensional minimisation procedures
necessary for the method, since we must in general deal with

f~nctions

of a large number of variables'.
Direct search methods, other than that of section 5.1.7, may be
used to solve non-linear distributed problems.

In these the form of

control is assumed in terms of a set of unknown parameters and the
corresponding cost is calculated, the state equation being satisfied.
Using a suitable function minimisation procedure (e.g. PoweZZ's method)
optimal values of the patAm~ters mey be determined • .raak.8Clrt (1967) has
used a control
F(x,t)

=A+

Bx + et

to solve a hyperbolic problem and found cost indices io very good
agreement with those derived by gradient methods.

However,he-"'points

out the particular example is insensitive to control and so the result
is really just a good sub-optimal control.

A method of this kind applied

to Problem V gives good results but whether or not this would happen
for other problems would depend very much on the systems themselves.
Another form for control might be one with variable switch points for a
bang-bang problem.
As a final thought 0n iterative solution it is useful to mention a method
not directly suitable for non-linear problems. This is the process
whereby the system equation is transformed from partial into integral
form, with the state variable then available directly in terms of the
controls. Performance index can hence be reduced to one depending solely
on contrql and the necessary conditions for an extremum can be satisfied by
contract10nmapping or gradient in function space. No adjoint equations are generated.
The method fails for non-linear systems because it is not possible to generate
an integral representation (and indeed it may even be difficult to find
the appropriate Green's function for linear systems).

The problem could

be linearised but this would still necessitate iterative solution of each
of a series of sub-problems, unlike the quasilinear method of section

(5.1.5) in which the auxiliary linear problem is solved exactly by a
transformation.

As a consequence, the methods used in work by Lee and

Shen, Chang. • and Weigand and D'Souza discussed in (hapter 1 will be

unable to tackle non-linear problems.

CHAPTER
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Chapter 6 Conclusions
In this research the conditions necessary for optima1ty of parabolic
and first order hyperbolic non-linear distributed parameter, control systems
have been derived and applied to, five specific problems. Other derivations
of necessary conditions for',these types of system alre'ady'exist (see Chapter,
1) but the conditions presented here have been re-derived to suit the
fO:Lmulation used in this work. '~ystern variableB have
been determined by several different numerical algorithms based on these
optimality conditions, and further values have been calculated from
direct search on the performance index. The second order gradient and
quasilinear methods have been derived as an extension of the work of

Mitter for lumped systems. Results have been given for the five problems
and features of the different methods and their application have been
discussed.
rt is not possible to state categorically that one method is better
than all the others but first-order gradient algorithms are consistently
the most successful. These solve all the cases studied and are easily
adaptable to take account of control bounds without using penalty
fWlctions.

Fixed-step methods are simplest to programme but rate of

convergence and computing time may vary considerably, depending on the
step parameter size. At the expense of increased programming effort
steepest descent and conjugate gradient methods may be implemented, and
calculational times are more consistent for these algorithms and often
less than those of the fixed-step gradient. For the singular and terminal
-constrained problems the conjugate gradient method is substantially
faster than steepest descent, without differing greatly for the other
cases. This is probably the most suitable method to apply to a wide
range of problems, but good choice of step correction factor for the
fixed-step process could produce a simple and useful algorithm in a
large number of cases, particularly the less complicated ones.
Second order gradient and quasi1inear methods have much in common
but neither realise their theoretical advantages because of practical
difficulties in their implementation, especially for caaes in which
some sort of constraint is operating.

Programming for both is considerably

more complicated than that of, the first order methods.
Reduction of the distributed system to lumped form by trajectory
approximation offers interesting possibilities to take advantage of the
properties of the individual problem.
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Very short calculational times may be expected if the original problem
is expressible interms of only a few transformed variables but problem
analysis and programming are likely to be more complex than for the
first order gradient method.

The process will not work on all types of

problem and is not recommended as a general method for optimisation
of distributed systems.
The direct search procedure is easy to programme, only involving
solution of the state equation, but requires considerable approximation
of control.

Even for the simplest problems computing time is excessive

and the method is impracticable for solving more complicated distributed
problems.
Penalty function transformation offers a practical indirect way
of solving problems with constraints.

Both interior and exterior penalty

methods work well and should be useful for tackling state inequalities.
Bounded controls may be handled directly by first order algorithms but
although direct methods are theoretically possible for other inequality
and equality constraints, in practice these are difficult to apply or
unsuccessful.
It is hoped that the work done in this research has demonstrated
Borne of the practical aspects of implementing numerical methods in
solution of distributed parameter optimal control problems.

Generalisation

of results for specific problems is perhaps an unreliable procedure but
the most obvious fact to emerge from the investigation is that simple
methods have much to recommend them and should be considered as a first
approach to any problem.
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Appendix 1 Solution of the Distributed Linear Two-Point Boundary
Value Problem.
This problem arises in both the second order gradient and
quasi1inear methods. It is appropriate to parabolic and hyperbolic
problems but only the former will be described.

Consider the vector

variables X(x,t) and Y(x,t) which have state and adjoint correspondence
respectively. The problem to be solved is
X + AIX + A2X + A3 X + A"Y + Nl
t
x
xx
Y + Bl Y + B2Y + B3Y + B"X + N2
xx
t
x
with end conditions

.= o}"

(AI)
I: (0,

2), te(O, T)

0

(A2)
,

X(x,O)

= Xo(x)

Y(x, T)

=p(x,T)X(x,T)+q(x,T) }

(A3)

IX t(O,i)

(A4)

and boundary conditions
x

= 0,2

(AS)
(A6)

where in general the coefficients are matrix function of (x,t) evaluated
on appropriate domains.
To produce the problem in this form the assumption has been made
that state equation and boundary conditions of the distributed system
have only linear spacial differential parts.

This is done to simplify

the algebra, otherwise (A2) would contain X ,X
terms and (AS),
xxx xxxx
(A6) terms in X ,X
• It is reasonable in view of the restrictions
xx xxx
derived to guarantee a decrease in performance index for the second
order method, but is not std.ctly necessary.
Assuming the general relationship between X and Y
Y(x,t)

= M(x,t)

+ fR.K(X,x',t)X(X',t)dX'

(A])

o

would allow (A2) tl) be transformed into two equations in terms of K and M.
This relationship is appropriate to problems in which state
dependent terms in the performance index are of type

f

TfR.fR.

XT(x,t)Q(x,x',t)X(x',t)dx'dxdt but is unnecessarily

000

complic~.ted

Chapter 2.

if Q has fozm Q(x,x' ,t)

= o(x'-x)Ql (x,t)

as is assumed in
In this case K may be similarly expressed as
Cont/d ...
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K(x.x',t) -

~(x'-x)KI(X.t)

Y(x.t)

=

and (A7) becomes

(AS)

M(x,t) + K(x,t)X(x,t)

where X,Y,M are vectors and K is a matrix.
Substituting (AS) into (A2) and eliminating X by means of (AI)
t
gives
{Mt + BIM + BzMx+B3Mxx+Nz-K(A4M+NI»+(Kt+BIK+BzKx+B3Kxx+B4-KAI-KA4K)X

Assuming the matrix coefficients are symmetrical and integrating over
(0, R.) giv.es
fR.[(Kt+A3Kxx + (Az-2A3X)Kx+(BI-Bzx + B3xx-AI+Azx+A3XX)K-KA4K+B4)X +
o

,

(Mt +B~Mxx + BzMx+BIM

~K(A4M+NI)+'

N2JdX +

;x

«B~-A3)K)Xr

= 0

(A9)

G

now (A5) gives
Xx

= -a2-1[(al+a3K)X

(AlO)

+ a3M + nl]

substituting (AlO) into (A9) and collecting like terms gives

+

~(x-R.)P(R..t)-~(x)P(O.t)

=0

(All)

and
Mt + B3Mxx + B2Mx + BIM - K(A4M+N)+N2+0(X-R.)Q(R..t)-o(x)Q(0.t) • 0
where P(x.t)
and Q(x.t)

= (Bz-A2- B3X + A3x)K+(A3+
= -(B3-A3)Ka2 -1 (a3M+nl)

(A12)

B3)Kx-(B3-A3)Kaz -1
. (al + a3K) (A13)
(A14)

Boundary conditions on K and M are derived from (A6) by equating liketerms after Xx is eliminated using (A5).
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This yields:
(AIS)

Starting conditions on K and M from (A4) are

K(x.T)
M(x,T)

= P(X.T>}
= q(x,T)

(AI7)

Using (All) - (AI7) it is possible to solve for K and M. X and hence Y
can be determined by re-writing (AI) as
(AI8)
subject to boundary conditions.
(x = O,t)

(AI9)

In summary, it is possible, using transformation A8, to solve the linear
distributed two-point boundary value problem without resorting to
iterative methods.
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Appendix 2 Finite Difference Techniques

~sed

in Solution of the

Differential Equations
Differential equations of second order parabolic, first order
hyperbolic and ordinary type arise in the problems mnder investigation
and are of both linear a.nd non-linear kind.
The equations are solved by finite difference techniques.

Predictor

values are derived for non-linear terms and subsequently used in a full
finite difference step.
I,.

Parabolic problems
1.1

Equations with two independent variables

Problems I and IV are of parabolic type, and the system equations can
be represented by

a2x

ax
-at "

(Bl)

+ P(X) .

The form of (Bl) includes state and adjoint equations of both first
and second order.
Figure 12 shows the mesh set up in the (x,t) plane.
exist for x = 0,.1/"
starting time.

Boundary conditions

all t e [O,T] and an initial condition holds at the

t

T 1-_ _.______. __.... _

I i

j+1

1

j

Figure 12.

L.._--L.-1..--!:..-..-_ _-L _ _. __ ..

o

i-I

i i+1

.I/,

x

The Crank-Nicho1son implicit method is used, with a predictor step for
non-linear equations.

Assuming 8X, 8t are mesh intervals in x,t

respectively and D (.) is the second order finite difference operator
x
such that
D X •• "
X

1.3

1

8x2

(x. 1 . - 2X . . + X'+ l .)
1.- ,3
1.,3
1. ,3

then the calculational steps are:

CONT/D •••••
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Stage 1:

Predictor (for non-linear equations only).

X•• , - X••
1,J+2

1,]

t:.t/2

Stage 2:

=

1
2(
-2 D
X . • + X. '+') + P(X •• )
x
101
103 z
1,J

=

-2 D (X •• + X. '+1) + P(X •• ,)
x
101
1,]
1,J+2

(B2)

Full-step.

X.1,J'+1 - X1,J
•.

t:.t

1

2

(B3)

Using finite difference representation of the linear boundary conditions
at x = O,t, (B2) and (B3) can be transformed to a linear equation
AX = B

(B4)

where A is a known tri-diagonal matrix, B is a known vector and X
represents the unknot.m vector (X •• 1) of values at time 0+1). X may be
1J+
determined by means of the Thomas algorithm.
For linear equations the er.ror in approximation is of order
2

(t:.x +t:.t 2 ) , i.e. correct up to second order error terms.
1.2

Equations with three independent variables

In the general second order and quasilinear methods applied to
Problem I it is necessary to solve equations for functions of three
independent variables x,x',t. These take the form

aK
at

=

a 2K
a 2K
+
+
ax 2
ax'2

-

P(K)

(B5)

An alternating-direction implicit method is employed to solve (B5)
(see DougZas (1961)). Discrete values of K are represented as K.. and the
1Jn
steps are:
Stage 1: Predictor
K •• ;

K. •

1J - ,·.1.J,n

.

'.'

6t/2

=

1
-2 D (K..

x

1,] ,n

+ K . • I) + D I (K..
1,J

x

1,J

,n

) + P(K. .

1,J ,n

(B6)

where K.1,J'1 represents the predicted value at point (i,j,n+D and
a2- , -a2- respect1vely.
•
Dx ,Dx ' are finite difference operators for 2

ax

ax '2

)
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Stage 2:
K ••
1,J

First full step

* - K1,]
••
,n
At

..

I

- D

x

2

(K..

~,J

,n

... K •• *) + D ,(K •• )+P(K •. ,) (B7)
103
x
103 ,n
l,J

K.l,J.* is an intermediate value of K.
Stage 3:

Second full step.

K..

1,],n+

1 - K. •

1,],n

1
.. -2 D (K..

x

At

~,J,n

+ K •• *) + .!2'D '(K.. +K..
1)
loJ
x
l,J,n l,J,n+

+ P(Kl,J
•• ')

K..
1,J,n+ 1

(BB)

is the value of K at the advanced time level.

To show equivalence with the original equation (B7) and (BB) can be
re-arranged to give
K..
1 - K ••
1,],n+
l.,],n

1

= - (D + D ')(K. • +K. . +1) ,+A4 t DD' •
2
x
x
1,J,n 1,J,n
x x

At
(K..

l,3,n+

1 - K ••

l,J ,n

)

+ P(K •• ,)
103

The second term on the right hand side of (B9) has order (~t2+Ax2+Ax'2)
and the rest of the equations constitutes the Crank Nicholson finite
difference representation for (B5) about point (i,j,n+!), with non-linear
terms estimated at this point by the predictor equation.
2.

Hyperbolic problems

2.1 Problems II and III
Partial differential equations for ProblEmS 11 and III can be
represented by

~!

.

P(X)

~!

+ Q(X)

(BlO)

An explicit finite difference scheme is used with mesh as shown in

Figure 13 (overleaf).

Boundary conditions are given along the x and t

axes.

CONT/D .......
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CONT/D •••

j+l
J

rL :
, - - - - j - iI-

Figure 13.

I

o
Stage 1:

,-,-----)

i i+l

x

Predictor (for non-linear equations only).
(X 1.,J+
.• ! + X.1.+ 1 'J+
. I - X•• -X· 1 ·)
1..J
1.+.J

2

At

= P

(x1.,J
.. + X·+1 J"]

2

1 (X·+ • + X·+ .+! - X.• - X. . +!)
1. l ,1
1,J
l.!J
1. l 'l
Ax
2

+ Q

1.

t·

!

2

•

.j

1.,J.+ X·+
1. l ,J
2

(Bll)

(Bl1) determines X.+ l • 1 and hence X. 1 • 1 as all the other mesh
1. .3+2
1.+2oJ+2o
values are known. For problem 11 (examined at a later date than
Problem Ill)
Stage 1 is improved by using a predictor equation which
preserves correctness up to second order tl't'crs(Rosenberg (1969))
This is achieved as follows:
At
X. 1 • 1 = X. 1 • + -2
1.+2,]+2
1.+2,]

.»

(3X) . 1 • + Q(X. 1
(P(X·+ 1 .)101. hJ tox 1.+20J
t+2oJ
1.+2.J +

= X.

Q[ (X • .
1,]

+ X·+
1. l

1

•

At

2

(

+ O(At 2 )

.•
+ ~1.~~.,J
X.+ l .) .!...
p[X
-=1.~
•.~J__
Ax (X.+ l • - X • • ) +
1. • J
1..J
2

.»)J

(Bl2)

,]

2

(Note -this half step prediction methvd could also be used in the case of
parabolic equations)
Stage 2:

Full st'ep

1
2At

1
2Ax

(X i ,j+1 + Xi +1 • j +l - Xi,j - Xi +1 ,j)

= P(Xi+!,j+l)·
(B13)
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X.1.+ 1 ,J+
. 1 is determined explicitly by (B13)
2.2

Problem V
Problem V involves coupled partial differential equations of form

ax

at= P(X,Y)

~

ay

J

ax "

Q(X,Y)

(Bl4)

with boundary conditions along the x and t axes as in Figure 13
Stage 1: Predictors for X and Y
X.

1 • 1
1+2,J+2

lax)

lit2 - . 1 •
1+21 oJ• +
at i+2.J
lit
= X.1+2,J
1 • + -- P(X. 1 •
Y. 1 .)
2
1+20J, 1+201

"

X.

+ X. 1')
lit
1+,] + 2
2

= (x 1•01.

(Y 1,]
•• + Y.1+ 1 zJ.)
2

p(.

1

(x • . + X'+

.)
l "J_
...;:1""."J_-::--=l.'-'O-",
2

,

(BlS)

(B1S) predicts X at point (i+i,j+i), and is correct up to second order
error terms.

A similar prediction may be made for Y by using the second

equation of (B14), the values.in this case being related to mesh points
(i,j) and (i,j+l).
Stage 2:
Full step
For X:

1
2l1t

(X'+l
X.1,J'+1 - X·+
.. ) =
1 01'+0+
L
1 1J·-X 101

In fact any linear X terms in P may be expressed as
X.

1

'

1

1+2,J+2

1
= -4 (X ••

. X.1,J+
. 1 + X.1+ 1 ,J+
• 1)
1.J + X.1+ 1 ,J+

Y may be determined similarly.
The finite difference method may be used either to step up from boundary
t

=0

by successive rows or from boundary x "0.

Because of sensitivity

of the system equations it is found necessary to iterate for each finite
difference step.

This is done by re-calculating the predictor values using

the most up-to-date mesh values and repeating the Stage 2 process until
convergence is achieved.

The number of iterations to be employed is

determined by comparing results for a ·range of iteration numbers applied
to the state equations solved with control F "0.08 (the upper bound
value). For the standard (20 x 20) mesh it turns out that four iterations
are sufficient to produce convergence.
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3.

Crdinary differential equations.

Ordinary differential equations resulting from trajectory
approximation are solved by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method
(Nationa~ Physica~

Laboratory monograph (1951)).

This methods solves the equation
dX
HJ
~ P(xyr),t), X(O)
dt

= Xo

and has error terms of order ~t5 if Xn+1 is known exactly.
necessary to use Xn+!

=

(Xn+ Xn+l )

However, it is

+ D(~tZ) and so the error

2

will be somewhat greater than fifth order.
Full details are not given here.

(BlG)

.,
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Appendix 3 F'low Diagram for Steepest Descent and Conjugate Gradient
Methods.
Steepest descent and conjugate gradient methods have the same linear
search procedure and differ only in the direction chosen for control
correction,

ID' inner product being required for the latter method. The

flow diagram for both methods is given below, performance index being
minimised in this instance. Algorithms for the methods are described in
Sections 3.1.3, 3.1.4 of Chapter ,3.
Quadratic interpolation is used to determine the optimal value
E*, of the step factor E, once the minimum has been bracketed by
successive steps.

For increasing E, interpolation is made using the

last three search points whilst for decreasing E, the last two points
together with the initial point are used. To increase or decrease the
control step any factor k may be used. k

=2

is assumed below.

In Problems 11 to V it is found necessary to limit the number of
step reductions for some cases in which e is being decreased. This is
.
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of the search being imposed if this function is less than 10- • Here
COST(i-l) is the value of performance index at the beginning of the
search and BARJ(I) h the corrected value after (1-1) reductions to

E,

BARJ(l) being the first corrected value. This check is necessary as it
sometimes happens that all BARJ(I), (1=1,2, ••• ) are greater than or
equal to COST(i-l), and so continued reduction of the control correction
eventually reduces the numerical significance of this correction to
'''''Po~ IfoJl\

zero. LmpmYiag the limit is a practical way of preventing ~nnecessary
corrections and indicates that the problem is converged, no improvement
being possible with the predicted control increment direction.
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